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ABSTRACT 
When sampling from a p-dimensional spherically syrmnetric unimodal 
(s.s.u.) distribution about an unknown parameter e , with invariant loss 
L(6,8) , the usual estimator of e is the best invariant procedure which 
is inadmissible for p ~ 3. With respect to quadratic loss and general 
quadratic loss, we find explicit minimax estimators which are better than 
the best invariant procedure. Specifically, when the loss is general 
quadratic loss given by L(6,8) = (6-8)'D(6-8) where D is a p X p 
positive definite matrix, one ma.in result, for one observation, X, on 
a multivariate s.s.u. distribution about 8, presents a class of minimax 
estimators whose risks dominate the risk of X, provided p ~ 3 and 
traceD ~ 2dL where dL is the maximum eigenvalue of D. This class is 
given by 6 (X) = ( 1-a( r( flXll 2 ) /IIXfl 2 ) )X where O s r(,) s 1 , r( flXll 2 ) a,r 
is non-decreasing, r(IIX!l 2 )/IIX11 2 is non-increasing, and 
o s as (c0 /E0(1!Xf 2 ))((traceD/dL)-2) , where c0 = 2p/((p+2)(p-2)) 
when p ~ 4 and c0 = .96 when p = 3. 
Introductiono When sampling from a p-dimensional spherically 
synnnetric unimodal (s.s.u.) distribution about an unknown parameter 0, 
with invariant loss L(&,8), the usual estimator of e is the best 
invariant procedureo For p ~ 3 it has long been known that the best 
invariant procedure is inadmissible with respect to a large class of 
loss functions. However, except in certain cases explicit estimators 
which are better have not been found. In this paper we will present 
explicit minimax estimators which are better than the best invariant 
procedure when the loss is one of the following: 
Quadratic (Sum of Squared Errors) Loss 
2 p 2 L(s ,e> = 11 a - ell = .E cs 1-ei> (lol) i=l 
where 8 = [81, 62, ••• , 8p]' and 8 = [el' 82, ••o, ep]' 
or General Quadratic Loss 
L(6,8) = (6-0)' D(8-0) 
(1.2) 
where Dis a p x p positive definite symmetric matrix. 
The best known spherically symmetric unimodal distribution about 9 
is the p-variate normal distribution with mean vector e and covariance 
matrix the identity (MVN(S,Ip)). Stein (16] in 1955 investigated the 
question of the admissibility of the best invariant procedure, X, when 
sampling from a MVN(9,Ip) distribution with respect to quadratic loss 
(1.1). The admissibility of the best invariant procedure for one dimension 
was well known due to some of the works that preceded Stein's [4, 10, 11]. 
Although Stein's original objective was to prove the admissibility of X 
for p ~ 2, his final results stated that Xis admissible for p = 2 and 
inadmissible for p ~ 3o In addition, in 1961 James and Stein (12] once 
- 2 -
again considered this problem and proved that the inadmissibility of X 
was not exclusive to the case of quadratic loss but was true for any 
loss function L(6,0) = F(llo-011) where F has a bounded derivative, is 
continuously differentiable and concave. It was also stated that these 
results not only apply to the normal distribution but are true for other 
location parameter family distributions when certain fourth moment 
conditions are satisfied. 
This work seemed to indicate that the inadmissibility of the best 
invariant procedure when p ~ 3 could be generalized to a larger class-
of distributions. 
Brown [6, 7], in 1965 and 1966 respectively, considered this general 
location parameter estimation problem and proved that under mild 
assumptions on the loss function, the best invariant procedure is 
admissible in one and two dimensions and inadmissible in three or more 
dimensions. 
The work of Stein and Brown motivates a new problem,namely that 
of finding explicit estimators whicha-e better than the best invariant 
procedure when sampling from a location parameter family. Heretofore, such 
estimators have only been found for the normal and "mixtures" of normals 
distributions. 
In their 1961 paper, James and Stein, in addition to the 
admissibility results stated, also presented explicit estimators for the 
mean vector of a MVN(9,Ip) distribution which are better than X, where X 
is one observation on the distribution. The estimators considered were 
of the form 
(1.3) 6 (X) 
a 
I 
I ~ ~ 
\~ 
I I 
..., 
I I 
..., 
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It was proven that for p ~ 3 and O ~ a !5 2(p-2) = 2/E0 (IIXll-2) 
estimators of the form (1.3) are minimax with respect to the loss given 
by (lol)o These estimators are at least as good as the best invariant 
procedure X which is known to be minimax. In addition, when 
0 < a < 2/Eo<IIXll-2), 6a is in fact better than X. 
In 1964, Baranchik [2] found a class of minimax estimators for 9 
which includes the James Stein class, when Xis one observation on a 
MVN(9,Ip) distribution and the loss is given by (1.1). It was proven 
that 6r(X) = {1 - (p-2)(_rqpc11 2/2)/IP{jl 2 ))x is minimax provided p;.: 3, 
2 
r(IIXH /2) is a non-decreasing function of IIXII and O S r( •) :5 2. 
For a long time after this, explicit estimators which were better 
than the best invariant procedure were only available for the mean 
vector of a multivariate normal distribution. In 1974, Strawderman [17] 
found explicit estimators which are better than the best invariant 
procedure when sampling from certain s.s.u. distributions about 9. He 
considered the problem of estimating the location parameter 9 when Xis 
a p x 1 random vector with a distribution which has a density (with 
respect to Lebesgue measure) of the form 
J (2na 2)-p/2 exp ( -(IIX-911 2 /2a2~ dG(a) 
where G(•) is a known cdf on (O,a,), i.e. variance "mixtures" of normals. 
Although this class is not the whole class of s.s.u. location parameter 
families it does contain "thick" tailed as well as "thin" tailed distri-
butions by a suitable choice of G(•). He proved that when p ~ 3, 
6 (X) =(1- a(r(JIXll 2) IIIXII 2j\ , is minimax provided r(IIXJl 2) is non-
a,r ~ ') 
decreasing, r(IIXll 2) IIIXll 2 is non-increasing, 0 ~ a S 2/E0(11Xll-2) and the 
- 4 -
loss is smn of squared errors (lol). As in previous cases, the minimaxity 
of these estimators was proven by showing they are at least as good or 
better than X. 
P. K. Bhattechaya [3] and later Bock.[5] considered estimation 
problems for the MVN(9,Ip) distribution when the loss is general quadratic 
loss (1.2). In particular, Bock in 1975 extended the results of James 
and Stein and Baranchik to this case. Provided trace D > 2dL, where~= 
maximum eigenvalue of D, she was able to find explicit minimax estimators 
of the mean vector 9. 
When Xis one observation on a p-dimensional spherically synnnetric 
unimodal distribution about ewe produce analogous results to those of 
James and Stein, Baranchik, Strawderman and Bock. 
We begin with one observation X on a p-dimensional uniform distribution 
over a sphere, (IIX-911 2 ~ R2), with known radius R. Hence, the density of X 
is given by 
f 0(x) = c(R)IS(x,R) 
where S = ~x, R): \\X-811 2 ~ R2), R is known, 
(1.4) = {ol if (x,R) € S r8 (x, R) if (x, R) i S 
and 
c(R) = 1/Jr8(x,R)dx. 
By first considering the estimators of James and Stein given by (1.3) 
and later those of Baranchik and Bock, we explicitly find classes of minimax 
estimators with respect to losses (1.1) and (1.2). 
As in previous works, we show that the risk of the best invariant 
procedure X (which is minimax) is dominated by the risks of these new 
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procedures. In addition, all estimators given in our classes of minimax 
estimators which are not identically X are better than Xo 
As in the work of Strawderman we broaden this problem by extending 
our work for the uniform distribution to the problem of estimating the 
location parameter when the distribution under consideration has a 
density which i~ a "mixture" of uniforms, i.e. Xis one observation on 
a distribution which has a density (with respect to Lebesgue measure) of 
the form 
g(Hx-e11) = J c(R) Is (x,R)dF(R) 
where c(R), Sand 18 (x,R) are defined by (1.4) and F(•) is a known cdf 
on (O,c:o). We find explicit minimax estimators which are bett'er than X 
when p ~ 3. 
Specifically, for p ~ 4 we prove that with respect to loss (1.1) 
- 2 2~ 6 (X) = (1 - a(r(I\Xll ) IIPGI ) X is better than X for 
a,r 
0 < a ~ {2p/ (p+2)) /Eo(IIXll-2) when the distribution is a "mixture" of 
spherical uniforms, provided O ~ r( 0 ) ~ 1, r(IIXll 2) is non-decreasing and 
r{\pq\ 2)/IIXH 2 is non-increasing. When p ::: 3, the results are slightly 
different from those we obtain for p ~ 4. However, mini.max estimators 
of the form given for p ~ 4 can be gotten when p = 3 by adjusting the 
constant a (the upper limit on a). 
A p x 1 random vector Xis said to have a s.s.u. distribution about 
e if the density g of X with respect to Lebesgue measure is a non-increasing 
function of IIX-811. It is known (although proof is given in this paper) 
that such a density can be written as a "mixture" of uniform distributions. 
Hence, by mixing normals Strawderman obtains explicit minimax estimators 
- 6 -
for some s.s.u. distributions about e and we, by mixing uniforms,obtain 
explicit minimax estimators for all s.s.u. distributions about e. 
We close this introduction by presenting an ordered outline of this 
paper. Section 2 contains analagous results to those of James and Stein 
and Baranchik for the spherical uniform distribution when the loss is 
(1.1). Section 3 is an extension of these results to one observation on 
a s.s.u. distribution about 9. An extension of the results given in 
Sections 2 and 3 for general quadratic loss (1.2) is given in Section 4o 
In Section 5, we make some statements about the multiple observation case 
as well as the usefulness and benefits of using the improved estimators. 
Lastly, Section 6 is an Appendix containing many useful integral expressions 
as well as other facts used throughout this paper. 
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2. Minimax estimators of the location parameter of a p-dimensional 
spherical uniform distribution with respect to quadratic loss. We 
consider the problem of estimating the location parameter e of a 
p-dimensional (p ~ 3) spherical uniform distribution. 
Definition 2.1. A p x 1 random vector Xis said to have a p-dimensional 
spherical uniform distribution with location parameter 8 (X - U{IIX-911 2~ R2}) 
if the density of X with respect to Lebesgue measure is 
f9 (x) = c(R)I5(x,R) where 
S = ~x, R): II x~II 2 ~ R2), R is known, 
{
1 if (x,R) e S 
r8 (x,R) = 0 if (x,R) 4 S 
and 
c(R) = 1/JI8(x,R)dx 
as given by (1.4). 
If X - U(IIX-0112 ~ R2}, X is the best invariant procedure with respect 
to quadratic loss (1.1) and is therefore a minimax estimator of 9. This 
follows from the results of Kiefer [14]. 
In this section, we will find classes of minimax estimators which 
are better than X when the loss is sum of squared errors (1.1) and p ~ 3o 
2.1. Minimax estimators for dimension p 2:: 4. Consider X = [X1, x2, ••• , XP]', 
where Xis one observation on a spherical uniform distribution with 
location parameter 9. When the loss is (1.1), we will prove that 6 (X) 
a 
given by 
(2. 1. 1) 6 a (X) = (1 - (a/1pq1 2))x 
is a minimax estimator of e when OS a ~ 2c
0
R2, where 
_ {{p-2) / (p+2) 
(2.1.2) C -
0 
.16 
- 8 -
when p = 4 
when p = 3 
When p = 4 the results we prove differ somewhat from those for p = 3. 
Hence, we consider only dimensions p ~ 4 in this section and dimension 
p = 3 will be dealt with in Section 2.2. 
Clearly 6 (X) will be minimax, with respect to quadratic loss (1.1), 
a 
if the risk of 6a(X), R0a<X), e), _dominates (is less than or equal to 
for all e) the risk, R(X,9), of the best invariant procedure X. 
In order to prove this, we will show, for all e, 
R(X,9) - R0a (X), 9) 
(2.1.3) = E911x-e11
2 
- E911<1 - a11x11-
2)x 011 2 
= aEe[2 - 2(e'X)IIXll-2 - a11x11-21 
is non-negative. 
Many of the calculations required to obtain expressions for the 
difference in risks have been deferred to the Appendix in Section 6 to 
enable a smoother presentation of the proofs in this sectiono 
It is straightforward to use (2.1.3) and Lennna 6.1.2, to obtain the 
following expressions for the difference in risks 
R{X,9) - R(&a (X), e) 
\ . 
~ 
/,;· I 
\ I 
~ 
(2. 1.4) = a[2 - 2~1 ell (<llellX1)\IXll-2) - a~I en <IIXll-2)] 
= a[2 - Ec)21191l (X1 + 11911) (<x1 + 11911) 2 + \IYll 2)-1 
'-.) 
- aEo(<x1-fil0l1) 2+ IIY11 2)-11r _-
~ 
2 2 2 p 2 
where IIY\I = \\XII - x1 = t:2 Xi and EI\SII is the expected value when 
e = [11011, O, O, • o o, O] '. We point out at this time, (2.1.4) indicates 
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that the difference in risks only depends on 11911• Substituting in 
(2.t.4), the expressions for the expected values given by 6.106 and 6.1.7, 
we obtain the following: 
(R(X,8) • R(68 {X) ,e)),/4M = D{a,11811) 
p-1 . 
. 2 22 4 22 2 2~ (2.1.S) = . 4: JR.(;R -y,) [R - 3He!I R + 411611 (R-y ]dy 
(p-1) 0 dl½ll 911 (y) 
.e.:1 
- 2a R (R2-y2)2 [R4 - ll01l2R2 + 2\18ll2(R2-y2) ]dy 
(p-2) So dR,\lau<Y> 
where 
2 2 2 2 2 2 (2.1.6) dR,11911 (y) = (R -\\al ) + ~\9l\ (R -y ) 
and 
p-3 
(2.1. 7) M = [; R2 J~(R2 -i) 2 dy] •l , 
Clearly, R(X!l9) - R0/X), e) >- 0 if OS a~ b(IISII) where 
p-1 
(2.1.8) 
2 2 2 4 2 2 
(2/(p-l))JR (R •y ) [R - 3Jl8JI R + 411811 2 (R2-v2) J dy 
. 9 dR.,tl 9)1 (y) . bCII ell) = --; p-1 
. 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 
(1/ (p-2~ JR (R "Y ) [R - l\91) R + 2!19jl (R -y ) ] dy 
0 dR,llal (y) 
With respect to the density 
~ 
- 10 - ·, 
I 
~ ~ ~ 
(y) _ {~R2-l>2 /dR,!IS\\(y~/(J~ ~R2-l>2 /dR,!1~\ (y))dy) for OS y SR ,-
{2ol.9) gp 11011 - ~ 
' 0 elsewhere .,. 
Using (2.lo9), (2ololO) and (6.1.1) we easily obtain the following: 
(2.1.11) b(O) = (2(p-2)/p)R2 
and 
(2. 1. 13) lim b{ll9ll) = (z(p-2) /{p+2~ R2 o 
II ell-+co 
Note that when p ~ 4, b{O) > b(R) 2: lim b{ll911) o It will be shown in 
II 011 .. 00 
Theorem 2. 1. 1 that lim b <II SIi), in fact, is less than or equal to b(ll 911) 
11911-+co 
) 2 (ri 2· for all 11911. Note also, lim b(lle\l)= ~(p-2)/(p+2) R = ~p/(p+2~ ~ 0 (\\X\l- ~ 
11011-tc.o 
as stated in Lemm.a 6.1.lo 
Theorem 2.1.1: If Xis-one observation on a p-dimensional family of 
the form {1.4) then 6 (X) given by (2.1.1) is minimax provided 
a 
0 Sa S (2(p-2)/(p+2j)R2, p ~ 4 and the loss is sum of squared errors 
(lol). Furthermore, 6 (X) is actually better than X for 
a 
o < a s (2p/(p+2)) (1/E O(\\Xll-
2V. 
Proof: Clearly by (2ol.4) and (2.la5) 
R(X,9) - R(6
8
(X), e) = aMD(a,11911) ~ aMD (~(p-2)/(~2))i, ll91~ provided 
o ~ a ~ (2(_p-2) / ~p+2~ R2 = (2p/ {p+2~ (1/E0(IIXll-2D. I . / 
--
- 11 -
To prove 6 a (X) is minimax we will show n( ~ (p-2) / ( p+2 ~ R 2 , II el~ 2: O. 
In order to do this we consider the following 3 cases: 11811 2 ~ R2, 
2 2 2 2 2 
R < llell ~ (p/4)R and (p/4)R < 11911 • 
Case 1: ll elf S R2 
With respect to the density given by (2.1.9) 
Dl (~(p-2) / (p+2~ R2• II 01~ 
(2.1.14) 
p-1 
= D (c2 (p-2), (p+2 ~ R2-. 11011) , s~ ~R 2 -l>2 , dR,1~~~)dy 
= (4/(p-l)) [R4 - 31i8112a2 + 4jj81i 2E IIBII (R2 -Y2) 1 
- (4R2 / (p+2~ £ (R4-11e112ii.2>E11e11 (R~Y 2>-1 + 211 ~I 21 
2 2 By Lemma 6.2ol, when ll8ll SR , gP,IISH(y) has monotone likelihood ratio 
(MLR) non-decreasing in y. By Lehmann [15], page 74, this implies 
2 2 2 2 /, :\ 2 2 2 -1 2 2 -1 
~letl (R -Y ) ~ ~(R -Y ) = ~p-1)/p)R an<l ~I ell (R -Y ) ~ ER(R -Y ) 
= ~p-2)/{p-3~R2o Therefore, 
Dl (~<p-2)/(p+2>)R2• 1101~ 2: 0-f (p-l>) cii4-311e11 2R2+411e11 2R2 ~p-1) /p )1 
- (4/(p+2~R2 ['(R2-lle\1 2) ~p-2)/(p-3~ + 21\81\ 2 ] 
= (s(p-4)/(_i,(p-l)(p+2)(p-3)jR2 [pl - 311811 21 2: O, 
when p 2: 4. Hence, D {(2<p-2)/(p+2>)R2 , 1181~ 2: 0, 
2 2 2 Case 2: R < Hell S {p/4)R 
(Note that when p = 4, this case is vacuous.) 
2 2 2 When R < 11911 S (p/4)R , by Lemma 6.2ol, gP,IISII (y) given by (2.1.9) 
has MLR non-increasing in y, Therefore, ~IBII (R2-Y2) 2: Ea(a2-Y2) = ((p-l)/p)R2 
- 12 -
2 2 -1 2 2 -1 /. . 2) 
and ~I ell (R -Y ) 2: , lim ~I SIi (R -Y ) = \Pl {p-1) R • 
2 ·2 l1811-+co II ell :5 (p/4)R , 
Hence, for 
Dl (~<p-2) /(p+2~ R2, II 01} 2: ~/(p-1~ [R4-31191l 2a2-t4~p-1)/p)II ~I 2R2] 
- (4R2/(p+2)} [(p/(p-1~ (R2•1181\) + 2\18\12 ] 
/.2· ~ 2 2 
= \BR 7Q>(p-l)(p+2lj/ [pR -411 Sil ] :2: 0. 
Clearly, by (2.1.14), D (~(p-2)/(p+2))R2, 11811) ?; O. 
2 2 Case 3: 11911 ;::: (p/4)R 
In order to show that -D ((2(p-2)/(p+2))R2 ,llely 2: O, when 119112 > (p/4)R2, 
we first obtain a new expression for D ((2(p-2)/(p+2~ R2 ,11911) • 
By applying (6.1.3) to (2.1.5), simple calculations lead to 
D (~(p-2)/(p+2~ R2, 11911) 
p-3 
( fr: ~\f. 2 2 2 R 2 2 2 = 1/ f(p-l)(p+2))}tc (p -t4p-8)R -p(p{·2)11911 ] J o~R_jY ) dy 
4 4 2 . 2 JR ( 2 2 2 :\ ] + {\\Sil -R )p[(p-4}R +(p-1-2)11911 ] 0 (R -y) /dR,IISll(y);dY 
Hence, clearly by Lemma 6.1.5, 
D {(2(p-2) / (p+2)) R2, II 011) = 
p-3 (JR 2 2 2 (, \\ \ [ 2 2 2 0 (R -y ) dy/ ,p(p-l)(p+2V/ t<P +4p-8)R - p{p+2)11 SIi 
+ <11e11 4-a4> p[(p-4)a2 + (p+2>11011 21 [h(ll01l,R> 1P] • 
p-3 
= (J~(R2-l>2 dy~(p-l)(p+2)a0 110112))oi(2(p-2)/(p+2))Jl, 11011), 
where [h(il91l ,R) JP = (1t(aJl81l 2(R2+ii911 2))) ]t1>1a/R2/ll9li 2/ 
and ai = r(i,-2(i+l~(p+2(i-l~]ai-l for i = 0,1,o••• • 
~ . 
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Therefore, 
D2 {(2(p•2)/(p+2)) R
2
, 11611) = 
2 2 2 2 
ao\10\\ [-p(p+2) + p(p+2)] + 11011 R [(p +4p-8)a0 - p(p+2)a1-6pa0 ] 
+ R4[p(p+2)a2 + 6pal + p(-p+4)aol + p(p-4) I; (-l)iaia2i+411611·2i 
i=l 
C0 
E (-1) ia R2i\1811-2i+4 
i=3 i 
+ 6p iJ (-1) i-la. R2i+l\ 0\l •2i+2 + p(p+2) 
i=2 1 
= (pR6/l\0\12) ~ (-l)ic.(R2/ll0112)i 
i=O 1 
where 
C = i (p-4)ai+l - 6ai+2 - (p+2)ai+3 
= [S(i+lj (/ •3p+3f tp+2(i+2~ (P+2(i+l)))lai+l i = O, 1,2, •••• 
2 2 Since 118\1 > (p/4)R , 
i (-.l)ic (R2/l\8112)i = ~ c .(R2/l\0\12)2i • ~ c . (R2/\\8l12)2i+l 
i=O i i=O 21 i=O 21.+l 
co 2 2 2i co 2 2 2i ~ ~o c2i (R /11811 ) - (4/p) i~O c2i+l (R II\ 0\\ ) 0 
Clearly, D ((2(p-2)/(p+2~R2, 11611) ?: O, if c2i+l '!:, (p/4) c21• Note, 
2 2 ' 2 2 (2i+l)p + 2(4i +41-l)p + 16(2i +15i+3);? p - 2p + 48 > O, implying 
c2i+l = [(2i+2) (p-2(2i+3))/{c21+1) (i,+2(21+3))) ]c2f. ~ (p/4)c2i. 
By combining these 3 cases, we have now proven that 
. 2 
R(X,8) - R~a (X),9):? 0 for all 9 when O ~ a S (2(p-2)/(p+2))R and so 
6 (X) is at least as good as X for these a's. However, when 
a 
0 <a~ (2(p-2)/(p+2~R2 
- 14 -
R(X, O) - R(6
8 
(X), o) _
2 
. . 
= a [2 - aEO(\\Xll )] by (2. 1.4) . 
= 11[2 - (llp/((p~2)i2))1 by Lemma 6.1.1 
~ a[2 - 2p/(p+2) ] 
= 4a/(p+2) > 0 
implying 6 (X) is better than X. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.lol. • 
a 
2.2. Minimax estimators for p = 3. We saw in Section 2.1 that with 
respect to quadratic loss (1.1), R(X,9) - R(oa(X),e) is non-negative, 
provided O ~a~ b(\\011) where b(ll0\1) is defined by (2.1.B)o For p = 3, 
by (2.1.11) - (2ol.13), b(O) =(2/3)R2, b(R) = (1/3)R2 and lim b(IISII) =(2/S)R2• 
II Sll-tcx> 
Hence, the best possible result would be to show 6 (X) is minimax for 
a 
0 ~a~ (R2/3). It will become clear that this is not true. 
Clearly, by (2.1.5) and (2.1.6), when p = 3 
R/, 2 2 / \'\ 4 2 2. 2 2 2 D(a,11011) = 2J o~R -y ) dR,IISII (y)) [R -311811 R -t4Hen (R -y ) ]dy 
(2.2.1) 
SR/, ~ 4 2 2 2 2 2 - 2a O ,1/ dR,ll SI\ (y) / [R .. I\S\l R + 2j\ 9\1 (R -y ) ]dy. 
However, applying (6.1.3) and 
-1 . 
(411e\l(R2+11e11 2>) log((R-f-110\l)/(R-11011>)2 to (2.2.1) 
we get 
D ( a , ll 0\1 ) = 
(2.2.2) 
(R/3) [R2+(3/2)(R2 -11011 2 -2a) [1 + (<R2 -11e111t4ll0IIR) log ~R-1-jlell )/ {R-11 ~I >)21] 
Therefore, when 11 e\ I '2! R 
\ I 
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[ 
m 2n-l] 
D(R2 /3' 11011) = ( 1/3) R2 +(R2 /2)(R2 -311011 2> [1 + ~R2 -ll01~,111011 a)n~t~~~p 1 
m 2n-l 
= (q1 e\12 -R2) /6\1911) [-3R\I e11 + (3119\\ 2 -R2) ~ (R~~~u) 1 
n=l 
m 
/, 2 2 2 "\ "" /_ n-1 ) / 2n-l 
= ~R (ll~I -R )/611911;~
1
\:(2n+l)(2n-1) (R I\S\I) ~ O. 
When 1191\ ~ R, 
m 2n-l 
D(R2 /3' II 011) = (<R2-ll 011 2) /6ll ell) [3Rtl en + (R2-311011 2) ~ 'U~l (R) 1 
n=l 
(,, 2 2 :\ ; ( n+l , 2n 
= \.2(R ·II Eil )R/61 [l - ~l (2n+l)(2n-1Y (11911 /R) ] 
= (_2(R2-lle!l 2)R/0 D3(R
2/3, 11911) 
k 2 
When K ~ 4, J:
1 
( 2n+tt~2n-l) ~ ·1, indicating that »3(R /3, 11011) S O, 
2 . . 
when R - e ~ ll ell 2 ~ R2, for some e > 0. ·Clearly, this implies D(R2 /3, II 911) ~ 0 
for the same 119ll's. Hence, since there exists a 119\1 such that 
R(X,9) - R(8a (X),e) = aMD(a,llell) :SO when a= R2/3, 8a(X) is not minimax for 
all a satisfying O ~a~ R2/3. 
m 
By a simple inequality, D3(R2 /~,\le\!) = 1 - ~ (c2n+1~in-l)~ (ll9II/R) 2n 
n=l 
~ 1 - c211e11 2/3R2) - (1/5) [1 - c11e11 2/R2) + (R2/(R2-11~1 2>)1 
~ 0 when O ~ II ell '5: Jc25 - J205)/14 R. 
Since )(25 - ,/205) /14 > • 85, we conclude that 
(2.2.3) 
2 D(R /3, Hell) ~ 0 when 
0 ~ 11911 ~ .85R and 119\1 ~ R. 
For several values of 116\1 between .85R and R, we calculate b(ll611) 
given by (2.1.8) when R= 1. Our findings are summarized in the following 
table: 
- 16 -
Table 2.2.1 
Evaluation of b(IIBII) 
(given by (2.108) when R=l) 
b 
.85 03751 
.90 .3493 
.95 .3293 
.96 .3268 
.97 .3252 
098 .3248 
099 03264 
LOO 03333 
From Table 2o2ol we see that b(ll911) is in fact< 1/3 when the 11911 
is close to lo 
In Theorem 2.2o2, we will prove 6 (X) is minimax for 
a 
0 s; a~ (.75)/E0(11Xlj2) = R
2/4. However, since the smallest value of 
b(ll911) we compute is .3248, it seems almost certain that 6a(X) is minimax 
for a larger class of a's, namely, 6 (X) is minimax for 
a 
2 -2 0 ~a~ .32R = (o96)/E0(l!Xll ). This is stated in Theorem 2.2.lo 
; . 
In addition, since the proofs in the following sections which use the 
minimaxity of 6 (X) for a larger class of a's are certainly true for the 
.a 
smaller class, Theorem 2.2ol will be cited over Theorem 2o2o2. 
Theorem 2.2.1: If Xis a random vector with a 3-dimensional spherical uniform 
distribution then 6a(X) given by {2ol.l) is minimax provided 
-2 2 O ~as; (.96)/E0(l1Xll ) = .32R and the loss is quadratic loss. 
I I 
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Theorem 2.2o2: If X has a 3-dimensional spherical uniform distribution 
then 6 (X) given by (2.2ol) is better than X provided 
a 
2 -2 0 < a S R /4 = (. 75) /E0(11Xll ) and the loss is given by (lo 1). 
Proof: When OS 119\1 ~ .85R and 11911 ~ R, we have already shown, by (2.2.3), 
R(X,9) - R(aa(X),~= aMD(a,11el1) ~ aMD(R2/4,ll8ll) ~ aMD(R2/3,ll9II) ~ o. 
We now show D(R2 /4,11011) ~ 0 when • 85R :S II 911 S Ro 
From (2.2.2), 
»cl /4,11811) = (R/3) [R2 + (3/4)(R2 -211et1 2Hl + ~R2-11e11 2>l4JJ SIIR)log (CR+\Jetl)/(R-11811>)2~ 
= (R/3) [R2 +(il(R2 -11811 2> /II en 2)11 en 2 + (R2 -11011 \~/11 ~~~) 2n 1 l 
Note, 
Therefore, 
Hence, we have proven that R~
8 
(X) ,e) S R(X,8) for all e when 
0 Sa S (R2/4)o To show 6a(X) is actually better than X when 
0 < a S (R2/4), we prove the risk of X ate= 0 is strictly greater than the 
risk of 6 (X) at 9 = O. 
a 
R(X,O) - R(6
8
(X),O) 
= a[2 - (3a/R2)] 
;? a[2 - (3/4)] 
= (5/4)a > O. 
This completes the proof. 
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Throughout this paper we will refer to the result of Theorem 2.2.1 
when p = 3o 
2o3. A larger class of minimax estimators when p ~ 3. We now consider a 
new class of estimators for the location parameter e when X has a p-dimensional 
spherical uniform distribution. The estimators are of the form considered 
by Baranchik [2] and are given by 
(2.3.1) 6a,r(X) = (1 - a~(IIXll 2)/IIXll 2))x. 
where 
bo 
={p/(p+2) when p '2!; 4 
(2.3.2) 
.48 when p = 3 
then we will prove 6 (X) given by (2.3ol) is minimax. 
a,r 
1 I 
~ 
: I 
When r(•) = 1, this result coincides with those given in Theorems 2.1.1 -' 
and 2.2.1. Hence, we have a larger class of minimax estimators. 
Theorem 2.3.1. If X = [Xi, x2, ••o, Xp]' has a p-dimensional spherical 
uniform distribution about 9, then the risk of 6 (X), where 6 (X) is a,r a,r 
defined by (2o3.1), dominates (is less than or equal to) the risk of X with 
,-
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respect to quadratic loss (1.1), provided r(llxtl 2) is non-decreasing, and 
-2 0 S a~ (2b
0
)/E0(11Xll ) , where b0 is defined by (2o3.2) o 
-2 2 Proof: Note that (2b
0
)/E0(11XII ) = 2c0 R when p ~ 3 where c0 = (p-2)/(p+2) 
when p ~ 4 and c
0 
= .16 when p = 3 as given by (2.lo2). Since 
-2 2 O ~ r( 0 ) -5_ 1 and o ~ a S (2b
0
)/E0 (IIXII ) = 2c0 R , 
R(X,S) - R(oa,r(X),e) 
= aEe[r(IIXll2)(2X'(x-e~IIXll-2 - ar2(1IXll2)IIXll-21 
.!: 2aE9 (rq1x11 2HX'(X-9)IIX\l-2 - c0 ai1x11-2ij 
c 2aE11911 ~(IIXII 
2)[1 - \18\IX111Xtl-
2 
- c
0
R21lxf 21J. 
Note that the difference in risks depends only on e = Cllell, 0, O, .•• , O] '. 
We will show 
~1911 (rc11x112Hl - llfllX1IIXU-2 - coai1x11-2ij .!: o • 
We first consider 11911 2 ~ (1 - 2c0 )R2• 
2 2 Case 1: \1911 ~ (1 - 2c0 )R 
Lemma 6.2o2o states for each fixed 1\911 satisfying 11911 2 ;? (1 - 2c
0
)R2, 
2 -2, 2 2 2 
~IS\I [(11Sllx1 + c0 R )IIXII IIXII ] is non-increasing in IIXII • Since r(IIXI! ) 
is a non-decreasing function, 
Ell9II [r(IIXll2) [l - (ll8IIX1 + coR2)IIXll-2~ 
= ~1911 [r<11x112) [l - Ell9ll (<ll8IIX1-+e/>11xU-2\11x112)~ 
. :2: ~11811 r(IIXll2»£ (R(X,9) - R(6 2c R2(X) ,9~ /4c0 R2]. 
0 
This is non-negative for all e since 62c R2 is better than X (Theorems 2.lol 
0 
and 2.2.1). 
- 20 -
Since 1 - 2c = (6-p)/(p+2) when p > 4 and 1 - .2c = .68 when p = 3, 
0 - 0 
the proof of the theorem is complete for all 1191\ when p ~ 6, for 
2 /1 :\ 2 2 2 llell ~ ,(6-p)/(p+2)/R when p = 4, 5 and when 11911 ~ .68R when p = 3. 
2 2 Case 2: 119\\ S o68R and p = 3 
If IIXl\2 = z, we see by Lemma 6.1.6, when p = 3, the joint density of x1 and z, 
fllS\\(x1 ,z), is given by 
3 
fll91\(xl,z) = (3/4R )IS1US2 (xl,z) 
where 
s1 = (<x1,z): (<z-R2-l11911 2)/211Sn) ::; x1 $ JZ, (R-nen> 2 $ z::; (R+\\811>2} 
and 
s2 = (<xl'z): -.{z $ x1 $ .{z, 0 $ z $ (R+l\81\),. 
Hence, 
Ellellrq1x112> [1 - <11e11x1 + coR2)ilXll-2l 
'-' 
r 
-' 
~ 
,._I 
_, 
L.; 
I 
1.-w 
..J 
.. 
~ 
= (3/4R3> J~R-1\SII) \2r(z) /Jz')(z- .16R2) dz : 
2 ' I 
+ Of'4,IfJ s~:~1:1~2(r(z)/4z) (Jz -~z-R2-lji en2> 121101D) (3z-2n011J;i..36R2- nan 2,.t 
If 2 -
{
z - .16R when O "5: Jz ~ R-11 SIi 
h(z) = 
- 2 2 -3z - 211a1Jz + (36R -nan ) when R-11011 '5. ,jz "5: R+\lSII 
Ip.I 
~-
'-' 
-. 
then for O "5: \\8\1 "5: .6R, 
--
h(z) '5, 0 when O S Jz ~ .4R 
~ 0 when .4R S Ji~ R+\1811 o ~ 
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Since r(z) is_non-decreasing, r(z)h(z) ~ r(.16R2) h(z). 
For l\01l ~ .6R, .· 
h(z) S O when O $. ,/z $. (ll01l/3) + <z.A1e11 2-.27R2 /3) 
~ 0 when <lleH/3) + cz.A1e11 2-.27R2/3) -s: Ji, s R + \1811 
and so 
r(z)h(z) ;::: r (~\10\1/3) + <zA10112 -.27R2 /3))2 )h(z). 
Hence, in either case, there exists a z such that 
0 
2 2 -2 
Ell8ll r(IIXII )[l - (l\8\IX1+coR )IIXII 1 
= ~ISII r(z)h(z) 
~ r(z0 )EIIS\I h(z) 
2 -2 ~ r(zo)Elle\l [l - <11enx1+coR )I\X\I 1 
= (R(X,0) • R(_82c R2(X),0))/4c0 R
2 
0 
~ 0 by Theorem 2~2.1. 
The proof is complete for this caseo 
Case 3: 0 $. ll9ll S (2(p-1)/p(p+2))R and p = 4, So 
Since x1 S I\X\I and r(llXll
2) is non-decreasing, 
~10\lr(lpt\12)[1 - 11011X1IIX!(2 - coR~IX\1-21 
2 -1 2 -2 ~ ~,en r(IIX\I ) [1 - ~I ell <II 011 11x11 + coR 11x11 ) ] D 
Since I\XII, by Lemma 6.2.3, is stochastically ordered in 11811, 
Ell0ll [\1011 IIX\1-l + c0 R~IX\l-21 
S Eo[ll011 11x11·1 + c0 R
2
11Xll-21 
= (p/ (p-12)<11 ell /R) + C!t (p+2~ 
S 1 when 11811 :S (2(p-l) /p(p+2ij Ro 
1 
- 22 -
Hence, ~1011r(IIXll2) [1 - IISIIX1IIXf2 - coR2IIXll-2] ;;: O, 
Hence, this implies the remaining cases are (R2 /16) S l\9\l 2 !S (R2 /3) when p = 4. 
and (64R21(49)(25))) ::5 110112 ::5 (R2 /7) when p = 5, 
2 2 2 Case 4: (R /16) S Hell S (R /3) and p = 4. 
Utilizing (6.lo13), Lemma 6.1.5 and (2olo5), for p = 4, simple calculations 
imply if 
A(b) = ~1811(2 - 2ll0IIX1IIXll-2 - bRilXll-2) then 
4 4 2 2 . 3R A(b) = 6(1-b)R + 3(b-2)1l9\\ R + 2\19\\4. For fixed b < 1, there exists 
2 2 
an a
0 
such that A(b) 2: 0 when OS 1191\ ~ a0 R. Lenma 6.2o2 states that 
Ell8ll (Q1011x1 + (b/2)R2)11xi1·2\11x112) is non-increasing in IIXII for 
2 2 2 2 2 \\9\\ ~ (1-b)R • Hence, when b ~ 2c
0 
= 2/3 and a
0
R ~ \191\ ~ (1-b)R , 
E1101{<IIXll2> [2 - 2c11011x1 + coR2>11x11·21 
~ ~1811 r(lpql 2)[2 • 2 Ql8IIX1 + (b/2)R2)11Xll-2] 
2 ~ ~19\1 r(\\XII ) A(b) 2: Oo 
Calculations show for b = 15/16, a > l/80 Therefore, for 
0 
(b16) $ 118112 $ (R2 /8), ~ 1811r(IIX11
2)[2 • 2(118llX1 + c0 R
2)11JCli . 2J ?!: 0, 
Similarly, since for b = 7/8, a > 1/4 and for b = 3/4, a > 1/3, then 
0 0 
Ell 811 r(IIXll2> [2 - 2(118IIX1 + coR2)l1Xll-21 ;;: o 
when (R2 /8) ::; lle\1 2 ~ (R2 /4) and (R2 /4) S \19\1 2 S (R2 /3), implying the desired 
conclusion for this case. 
Case 5: {64R7 ~25)(49~) $ 11811 2 $ (R2 /7) and p = 5 
As we did in the previous case, when b 2: 2c
0 
= 6/7 and 11~\ 2 ~ {l-b)R2, 
r 
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2 2 -2 El\01\ r(\IXII )[2 - 2(1\0\\Xl + c OR ) I\X\I ] 
2: E1101(<IIXl\2) [2 - 2Q1011x1 + (b/2)R2)11x11·21 
2 ~ ~, en r(IIX\I ) A(b) 0 
With respect to the density gP,\19\I (y) for p = 5 given by (2.1.9), we have 
using (2.1.5) 
A(bY@:J~(i.y2/dy) = A*(b) 
= (R4•3ll0ll2a2) + 4110ll 2~1SII (R2•i) 
• (2ba2 /3) [ (R4•1\0\I 2a2)Ell0II (i-i) ·1+ 211011 2] 
where M = [(2/5) J~(R2-y2)dy]-l is given by (2~1.7). By Lemma 6.2.1, 
gP,l\ell(y) has monotone likelihood ratio non-decreasing in y and hence, since 
llel\ 2 S R2/7 ~ R2, v1hen p = 5, 
2 2 2 2 2 
El\e\\(R -Y ) ~ ~(R -Y ) = (4/5)R and 
2 2 - 1 2 2 -1 2 Elle\l (R -Y ) :5 ER(R -Y ) = (3/2R ) , 
implying 
A*(b) = (5R4 + l\011 2R2)/5 - (bR2 /3)(3R2+1\0\I 2) o 
2 2 2 2 2 When b = 24/25, A*(24/25) 2: 0 for 11011 ~ R /3. Hence, v1hen R /25 ~ 1\011 :5 R /3, 
2 -2 Ell en (2 - 2{\\ euxl + C OR ) \\XII ] 
. 2 
;:: ~\e\lr(HX\I )A(24/25) 
2 R 2 2 2 
= E\\eH r(I\XII )[M J0 (R -y ) dy] A*(24/25) 
~ o. 
The interval, R2/25 ~ lle\1 2 :5 R2/3 includes the interval 
~4!.l.2/~25)(49?)) ::, 110112 ::, R2/7, thus the proof is complete, Q. E. D • 
- 24 -
3. Minimax estimators for the mean vector of a p-dimensional spherically 
symmetric unimodal distribution with respect to quadratic loss. 
3.1. A characterization of a spherically symmetric unimodal distribution. 
Definition 3.lol: A random vector Xis said to have a p-dimensional 
spherically synnnetric unimodal (s.s.uo) distribution about 8 if the density 
of X with respect to Lebesgue measure is a non-increasing function of \\X-8\\· 
In this section we will give necessary and sufficient conditions 
for a random vector to have a s.s.u. distribution about e in accordance 
with definition 3.1.1. 
Theorem 3.1.1: If Xis a p x 1 random vector (p ~ 1) with a density 
g(\lx·SI\) with respect to Lebesgue measure, then g(•) is a non-increasing 
function of ux-011 if and only if 
g(\\x-8\\) = J c(R) I 8 (x,R)dF{R) 
where I (x,R) is given in (1.4) and c(R) given in (lo4) equals c/R~where 
s 
c is a positive constant and F(•) is a cdf on (O, ~). 
Proof: Simply by (1.4), if 
g(\\x-e\\) = s c(R) Is (x, R) dF{R) = J a:, c(R)dF(R) 
\\x-eu 
then g{\\x-8\\) is a non-increasing function of nx-81\ • 
Conversely, suppose g(•) is a non-increasing function of llx-8\\· 
We show in Lennna 6.lol, 
H(R) = P(\\X-8\\ ~ R) 
= J (l\x-8\\~)g{\\x-e\l)dx 
= (M
0
/c(R)) J~ rp-lg(r)dr, 
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where M = P/RP. Hence, since c(R) = c/RP, M /c(R) = P/c, and therefore, 0 0 
JR p-1 (3.1.1) H(R) = (P/c) 0 r g(r)dr o 
Consider the function, F(R), given by 
(3.1.2) F(R) = H(R) - (RP/c)g(R) 
It follows from (3.1.1) that 
F(R) = (P/c) J~ ,:-p·lg(r)dr - (Rp/c)g(R) 
(3.1.3) 
JR p•l = (P/c) O y [g(Y) - g(R)]dy. 
We will show that F(R), given by (3.1.2), ~s a cdf and characterizes 
the density g(\\x-811) i. eo g(\\x-8\\) = Sc (R) IS (x,R)dF(R) • 
Since g(•) is non-increasing, g(y) - g(R) ~ 0 for O ~ y ~Rand, if 
¾~~'then g(y) - g(R1) ~ g(y) - g(R2)o Hence, using the expression 
for F(R) given by (3.1~3), we have, for R1 S R2, 
F(R1) = (P/c·)J~iyP•l[g{y) - g(Ri)]dy 
S (P/c)J~lyP·l[g(y) - g(Ri)]dy 
S (P/c)J~2YP-2[g(y) - g(Ri)]dy 
. = F(R2), 
thus implying F(R) is non-decreasingo 
Since H(R), given by (3.1.1), is a cdf, _ lim H(R) = 0 and lim H(R) = 1. 
&+O ~ 
Furthermore, for any e > 0 
- 26 -
2P[H(e) - H(e/2)] 
= 2p(P/c) s:,2 rp-lg(r)dr 
~ 2P p(g(e)/~ s:,2 rp-ldr 
= (g(e)/c)[2psp - cp] 
~ g(e)(ep /c) o 
Hence, 0 = lim 2P[H(e) - H(e/2] ~ lim g(e)(ep/c) ~ 0 
ro ~o 
and O = lim zP[H(e) - H(c/2] ~ lim g(e){cp/c) ~ O 
$'+a> $'"+a> 
Thus, 
lim F{R) = iim [H{R) - g(R) (RP/ c)] = 0 
R-+0 R ... 0 
and 
lim F{R) = lim [H(R) - g(R)(RP/c)] = 1. 
R:-ta> ~ 
Therefore, F(R) is a cdf on (O, a>)o 
Furthermore, an integration by parts and (3.1.2) yields the following: 
C0 
S1ix-e11 (c/RP)dF(R) = (c/RP)F(R)(x-011 • cJ1ix-e11F(R)d(l/Rp) 
= - ~F(1lx-e11>/\1x-e11P) + cp S1ix-e11 (F(R)/Rp+1)dR 
(3.1.4) 
= g(\\X-6\\) - (~H(\\x-e\l) /Ux-enP) 
> 
(See Fisz [9], page 187, for example, for the integration by parts used above)o 
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Substituting expression (3.1.1) for H(R) and applying Fubini's Theorem, 
J co fu ... :of-1) . _ 2 co Rt, p-1 p+l) cp 11x-en~{R)/~. . dR -:- p Jnx-8\1 J 0'+! g(y) /R dydR 
= p2 snx-011 Seo ( g(y)yp-1 /Rp+l)dRdy 
0 ux-en\: 
2 SQ) S ~ r, p-1 p+1) 
+ P . \\x-e\l y ~(y)y /R dRdy 
= (p/Hx-e\\P) Jgx-ellg(y)yp-ldy 
+ p J,ix-eu (g(y) /y)dy 
= ~R(llx-e11~/(l\x-a11P> + P J;ix-011 (s(y)/}'ldy • 
Returning to (3.lo4), we see that cancellation leads to 
s
1
;_011 c(R)dF(R} ~ J c(R)I8(x,R)dF(R) 
= g(\\x-eu) • 
The proof is now complete. 
3.2. Estimators with smaller risks than the risk of one observation on a 
spherically symmetric unimodal distribution. Let X be a p x 1 random vector 
with a density with respect to Lebesgue measure given by 
(3.2.1) 
g(\\x-9\\) =Jc (R)I8(x,R)dF(R) where F(•) is a known cdf 
on (0, ~) and c(R) and I8(x,R) are defined in (1.4)o 
> • 
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According to Theorem 3.1.1, X has a spherically symmetric unimodal distribution 
about 9. 
Hence, since the density of Xis a mixture of spherical uniforms, we 
may consider the random vector X\R to have a spherical uniform distribution 
Therefore, directly by Lemma 601.1, 
Consider 6a(X) given by (2ol.1), 6
8
(X) = Q. - (a/\\Xl\ 2~x, for 
0 ~a~ (2b
0
)/E0(IIX\\-
2) = (2c
0
)/E(R-2) 
where 
and 
b = 
0 {
p/{p+2) 
.48 
p~4 
p = 3 
C = {(p-2)/(p+2) 
0 
.16 
P>4 
p = 3 
0 
. -2 
With respect to quadratic loss (1.1), when O ~a~ (2c
0
)/E(R ) 
[R(X,9) - R(a
8
(X),e)1/a 
(3.2.2) = E [2X'(X-9)\IXU-2 - a11x11-21 
e 
• 
~ 
I 
I 
..., 
-
I 
'..,/ 
w 
I I 
: I 
' I 
I ' 
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The minimaxity of 62 R2(X) for the spherical uniform distribution co 
(see Theorems 2ol.l and 2.2.1) implies 
Ee[2X' (X-e)\IXl\-2 - 2coR211x11 •21 
(3.2.3) = E[Ee[2X'CX-e>11x11-2 - 2coa211x11-21a~ 
~ 0 • 
Thus, if 
then 
E811Xll -
2 
- ER-2E9 (R
211xu-2> 
= cov(_Eeca2nxf21 R), a-2) 
~ o, 
ES [2X' (X•S)tlX\l-2 - (2c
0
/E(R-2))\\X\l-2] 
~ E
9
l2X'(X-9)\IX\\-2 - 2c
0
R2\IX\\-2 ] , 
clearly implying, by (3.2o2) and (3.2.3) that 6 (X) is minimax for 
a 
0 ~ a~ (!.c
0
/E(R-2)). 
2 -2, -2 However, E8 (R I\X\\ R) = Ee(R) (I\Z\\ \R) where 
. 2 
z \R - urnz-e(R)II ~ 1) and e(R) = [l\e\\/R,O,O, 0 .. ,O] I. Lemma 602.3 implies 
\IZ\1 2 is stochastically ordered in \le(R)I\ and hence, Ee(R) [I\Z\\-2 \R] is a 
non-increasing function of \l9(R)\l (see Lehmann (14], pages 73-74) o 
Therefore, for fixed llell, Ee(R)[I\Zf21R] is a non-decreasing function 
-2 
of Rand since R is a non-increasing function of R, 
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cov(Ee(R) (I\Z)l-2 \R), R-2) ~ O. We sunnnarize this result in the following 
theoremo 
Theorem 3.2.1: If Xis one observation on a s.s.u. disuibution about e 
with a density given by (3.2ol) and &a(X) is defined by (2olol) then when 
0 Sa S {2b
0
)/Ec)(I\Xl\-2) and b
0 
= (p/{p+2)) when p ~ 4 and b
0 
= 048 when 
p = 3, as defined by (2.3.2), 6a(X) is minimax provided p 2!: 3, E0 (1\X\\-
2) is 
finite and the loss is sum of squared errors (lol). 
James and Stein [12] proved, for X one observation on a p-variate 
normal distribution with mean vector e and covariance matrix the identity, 
that 6a(X) = ~ -(a/l\X\1 2))X given by (2.1.1), is minimax for 
-2 o ~a::; 2(p-2) = 2/(E01\X\I ). 
In the normal case, the James-Stein class of estimators includes our 
class. However, for p ~ 4, the only estimators in the James-Stein class 
which are not in our class are for values of a such that 
Similar statements hold when comparing our results to those of 
Strawderman [17] given on "variance" mixtures of normal distributionso 
Since p/{p+2} ~ 1, asp~~, our class of estimators is, in a sense, 
approaching the James-Stein class for large p. Additionally, the best 
estimator in the normal case occurs when a = (1/EO (I\Xf 2)) which is 
always in our class. Furthermore, our bounds on a are the best possible 
which can be obtained for the whole class of s.s.uo distributions when 
p 2!: 4, since we have already seen in section 2ol, that our bounds are the 
best possible for the spherical uniform distribution. 
, . 
i • 
---
-
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3.3. A larger class of minimax estimators. In this section we will 
consider estimators, of the mean vector of a s.s.u. ·distribution, given by 
In the following theorem we will present sufficient conditions for 
6 (X) to be minimax. 
a,r 
Theorem 3.3.1: If Xis a single observation on a p-dimensional distribution 
of the form (3.2~1) and 6 (X) is defined by (2.3.1), then provided: 
a,r 
1) 0 ~ a S (2bo)/Eo(IIX\\-2) (bo is given by (2o3.2) ) , 
2 . 
2) r(\IXII) is non-decreasing, 
3) r(\lXII 2) /\\X\\ 2 is non-increasing, and 
4) E0(l\X\\-
2) is finite, 
the risk of 6 (X) dominates (is less than or equal to) the risk of X for a,r 
p ~ 3 and quadratic loss (1.1). 
Proof: For O ~ r(•)::; 1 and O ~as (2b
0
)/E0(\\X\\-
2) = (2c
0
)/E(R-2); 
[R(X,9) - Ria (X) ,9 \]/a ~ a,r '/ 
(3.3.1) ~ E6 f<11x11 2H(2x'(x-e>-a) 11x11-2ij 
~ E6 ~<IIXII 2> £2X' cx-e>11xf 2 - ~c/E(R-2~ IIX\(21] 
where c is defined by (2.1.2). As we noted in the previous section, X\R 0 . 
may be considered as a spherical uniform random vector. Hence, since 
Theorem 2.3.1 implies the minimaxity of a2c R2(X) for the spherical unfirom 
0 
distribution, 
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Ee [r (\ IXII 2)[2X, (X-e) IIXll-2 - 2c o R211Xf 2ij 
(3.3.2) = Ee rcrq1x112>(2X'(x-e)IIXll-2 - 2c,/11x11-2)\R~ 
~ Oo 
Hence, as in the proof of Theorem 3.2.1, (3.3.1) and (3.3.2) imply 
R(X,e) - Ria (X), e'\ ;:: 0 
,a,r 7/ 
-2 for O <a< (2c )/E(R ), if 
- - 0 
E9€(\\Xl\
2)1\X\\-2)- E(R-2)E9(r(I\Xl\
2)R21\X\l-2) 
= cov ( Ee( r(IIXll1Rllxf2\0, R-2) 
~ Oo 
Since R-2 is non-increasing in R, the proof will be complete if 
Ee(r<11x112)R21\X\l-2 \ 19 
= Ee(R>(r<R11z112>11z11-21!9 
\ I 
> • 
'-' 
.., 
I._J 
,_ 
.., 
i ' 
_ _, 
\a.I 
I.) 
.,, 
_.I 
~ 
._. 
\ 
is non-decreasing in R, where Z = X/R and 9(R) = [\\91\/R, 0, •o•, O]'. ~ 
2 . 
Hence, Z\R - U[\\Z-9(R)I\ ::: 1). By the properties of r(•) in the statement 
of this theorem (properties 2) and 3)) and the stochastic ordering of 
2 l\Z\\ in \\9(R)l\ = 1\9\1/R (see Lemma 6.2.3), if R1 ~ R2 then 
( 2 -2 '"\ ES(R ) r(R1\\Z\I }\\Z\\ \ Rl) 1 
~ Ee(~) (r<1½_ IIZll2)IIZll-21 ~) 
( 2 -2 J ~ Ee(R2) r(1½_IIZII )\\Z\I \ R2 • 
Thus, Ee(Rlr<RIIZll2)11Zll-2\~ is non-decreasing in R, completing this proof. 
~ 
\-.I 
'-ii.I 
-
--
'-' 
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4. Minimax estimators of the location parameter of a p-dimensional 
(p ~ 3)spherically symmetric unimodal distribution with respect to general 
quadratic loss. Throughout sections 2 and 3, the only loss function considered 
was quadratic loss given by (lol). In this section, we will explicitly extend 
the results of sections 2 and 3 to the case of general quadratic loss given 
by (1.2). 
4.1. Minimax estimators for the mean vector of a spherical uniform distribution 
with known radiuso Analogous results to those given in section 2 for 
estimating the mean vector of a p-dimensional (p ~ 3), spherical uniform 
·, 
distribution are presented in this section when the loss is general quadratic 
loss, given, as in (1.2), by 
L(a,e> = ca-e>'n<a-e> 
where Dis a p x p positive definite symmetric matrix. 
Consider one observation X having a p-dimensional spherical uniform 
distribution with a density given by (1.4)o Let 6 (X) be defined by (2.1.1) 
a 
i.e. 6a (X) = (1 - (a/l\Xl\2~x. The loss throughout will be general quadratic 
loss. 
We will prove that 6a(X) is minimax when O ~a~ 2a
0
~trace D/~) - ~R2 
where~= maximum eigenvalue of D and 
(4.1.1) a = { 1/(p+2> 
0 
.16 
for p :2: 4 
for p = 3 . 
• 
Note that when D is the identity, L(6, 0) is just -quadratic lo_ss and the 
result we will prove coincides with those proven in sections 2ol and 2.2. 
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Since Xis minimax, 6a(X) is minimax if the difference in risks, 
R(X,·9) - R~a(X),e), is non-negative for all 9. 
With respect to general quadratic loss (lo2), 
R(X,9) - R(6a (X) ,0 
= E9 cx-e) 'ncx~e> - E9(x-e-(a/\\X\\
2
>x) 'DQ(·e-(a/\\xtl 2)~ 
= aE9[2X'D(X-9)\\Xl\-z - a(X'DX)l\X\\-
4] 
= aE [(2X'DX+29'DX)\\X+S\\-2 - a(X 'DX+29 'DX+9'D0)1lX+Sl\-4]. 
0 
Since Dis a positive definite symmetric matrix, there exists an 
orthogonal matrix Q such that Q'DQ = n1 = the diagonal matrix whose 
entries along the diagonal are the eigem,alues d1, d2, aoo, dp of D, 
(see Anderson [1], pages 338-341)0 If we transform X, letting 
Z = Q'X and 0* = Q'e 
> 
whemR* is the risk with respect to general quadratic loss (1.2) when D = n1o 
We may thus assume without loss of generality that Dis this diagonal 
matrixo 
. 
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Immediately from Lemma 601.7 when r(•) = 1, 
R(X,9) - R(&
8 
(X) ,6) 
= ( 0 'nea~ p-1) II 0112~[ E0 [ (2 < p-1) ex~ +II 011x1 )-2\IYI 12)(cx1-+1 I 011 > 2-ij IY II 2511 
- aE0[((p-l)(X1-+il011>
2 
- \IYll 2)~x1+11011>2 +IIYll 2y21] 
+ (trDa/(p-1>) [E0[2IIY11
2(cx1-+11011 >2 + IIYl1 2J11 
- aE0 [11Yll 2~X1+11011>2 + IIYll 2J21] 
2 P 2 p 
where IIYII = ~ X. and trD = traceD = ~ d .• 
i=2 1 i=l 1 
From (6.1.6) and (6.1.8) 
-1 
= 2(p-1)[1 - EoQ1e11<x1+l\01\~ ~x1+110n>2 + IIY\12) l 
)
-1 
- 2pEo[IIYII 2(<x1 +\\9\1 > 2 + I\Yl\ 2 l 
.Icl 
= 4M J~ (ca2-i>2 /dR.11011 (y'D(R4-311011 2R2+41101l 2(R2 -i~dy 
p-1 
JR{j 2 2 2 :\ /., 4 2 2 2 2 2~ - 4M 0 ,(R •y) /dR,IISl\(y)j\R -\1911 R + 2119\I (R -y );dy 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
where, as in (2.1. 6), dR, 11811 (y) = (R -II 9\1 ) + 411811 (R -y ) and 
p-3 
2 - JR 2 2 2 -1 M = [(2R /p) 0(R •y) dy] • 
Therefore, 
(4.1.3) 
; . 
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( 2 2)~,i 2 2)-
2 
Lemma 6.1.8 states that E0 [ (p-l)(X1+11~1) -IIYI\ \Q{1+i\e\\) -f-flYII 1 ~ 0 
2 2 2 2~1 
and clearly, (4.1.3) implies E0 c(2(p-l) (x1+11Sl\X1)-2\IYII )@1+1\0\\) -f11YII ) ] ~ O. 
Hence, if ~ = maximum eige~value of D, then 
R(X,9) - R(68 (X),e) 
.::: (~ a/ (p-1 >) [ E0 [ (2 (p-1 > (X~ +lletl x1 )-211Y\ 12) (ex 1 +\ 1011 > 2 +\ \YI I f)"°1 l 
-2] (4. lo 4) - aEo[~p-l)(X1+\ISl\>2-nYll 2)«x1+He11>2+\IY\1 2J ] 
[ 
-1 
+ ~rDa/(p~l» E0 [2\IY\1
2(cx1+11011>
2
+\IYll
2 ) 1 
-2] 
- aE0 [\IY\1
2(cx1+\\9\\)
2
+1\Yl\
2) l. 
= [R(X;9) - R~a (X) ,e)]*o 
If, 
E0[ (<\,~-1) (X~+\ISIIXJ? -211Yll2) + 2trDI\Yll 2 )~x1+11e11> 2+\\Yll2)°1 l 
b*(\19\\) = · -2 
, E0 [ {<\ ~p-l)(X1+\ISll>2 - IIY\12) + trDIIYll2) (<x1+11e11> 2+\1Yli2) l 
then (4.1.4) implies 
R(X,9) - R0a (x,a>) ~ [R(X,9) - R0a (X) ,e)]* :2: 0 if O ::; a $ b*(\\9\\). 
Writing b*(\\~I) in integral form using (601.6) - (6olo9) we obtain the following: 
b*{\\01\) = A(\\8\\)/B(\\0\1), where, 
R.::! 
2 JR/.., 2 2 2 2 \\ A(ll011) = - 811011 <\ O\l (R -~-~ 11\, 11911 (yv dy 
SR ((R2, 2 2 \\ /TA 2 2 2 2 2 \\ + (4trD/p) 0 ~-y ) /dR,11011<YV0 -11011 R +211011 (R -y vdy, 
·-
\ I 
'--
\ 
-
·1 
I_,/ 
-
\ / 
.. 
\ : 
;_. 
I I 
..; 
/". 
i i 
~ 
i._) 
I. I 
~ 
t.J 
l i 
~ 
I I 
I I 
.. 
I I 
~ 
I I 
__. 
~ 
A rR ( 1 2 2 2 ;;) ( 4 2 2 f:. 2 2) 2 2 ~ B(l\911) = J..J O ~R -y ) f '\,ll9II;:~ (1-p)R +(p-l)R 11911 +\!'R -(p-2)11911 (R -y 1 dy ,_ 
I~ .~ JR ft 2 2 2 ~l 4 2 2 fw. 2 2\..,2 2) -· 
+ \!:rD/(p-2J,, O~R -y ) /dR,\\e\\(yV~p-l)R=-J-(1-p)R \I~\ +f\18\1 -{p-2}R /'~-y) dy~ 
and \.,\\ell (y) is defined by (2.1.6). 
,_ 
I i' 
'-" 
•' .. 
.. 
I 
-
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Simple calculations using (6.lol) lead to 
lim b*(l\e\P = (2/(p+2~ (<trD/<\) - 2) R2• 
119\\-+0) 
Hence, if trace D < 2~, there does not exist a minimax estimator of 
the form (2.1.1) for a~ O. 
We will now prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.1.1: If Xis a single observation on a p-dimensional spherical 
uniform distribution and 8 (X) is given by (2.1.1), then with respect to 
a 
general quadratic loss (1.2), the risk of oa(X) dominates (is less than or 
equal to) the risk of X when p ~ 3 provided 
where 
(4. 1.5) a~ = {p/((p+2) (p-2>) for 
.48 for 
p~4 
p = 3 
and a
0 
is given by (4.1.1), trD = traceD~ 2<\, and dL = maximum eigenvalue of Do 
Proof: Suppose trD/~ = q, therefore, 2 ~ q ~ p. If 
[R(X,0) - R(62a
0
(q-2)R2 (X),~]*/~a0 (q•2)~R
2) = Aq, 
then for O ~a~ 2a
0
(q-2)R2, by (4.1.4), [R(X,0) • R(oa(X),0)1*/(a~) ~ ~q• 
In addition, (4.1.4) clearly implies 
A4 = 'l/(p-1) G0 r(2(p-l) (X~+\1~1x1)-2\IYll2)~xi'il011>2+\IYll2 "j1 J 
(4.1.6) 
- 2ao (q-2)R~o[ ~p-1) (X1+\l0\l>2-\IYll2)(cx1+ilell )2-+tlY\l2f]] 
r, -1 
+ q/(p-1) LEo[2IIY\12(<x1+1l ell>2+\IYll2) J 
- 2ao (q-2)R2Eo[IIYll2 (CX1+\1011> 2+\1Yli2°:J2 J]. 
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it is clear that the proof will be complete if Aq 2: 0 for all 119\\. 
However, for fixed 118\ \ , 
-2 
(d2 /dlHt.
4 
) = (-2R2a/ (p-1~ E0 [IIYll 2 (<x1-+11811) 2+11Y\I 2 ) l !', o, 
implying that for fixed H8\\, Aq is a concave function of q. Since 
2 ~ q Sp, the concavity of A4 implies A4 ~ minimum (A2 ., AP). 
When q = p, AP = 
Note first that by the definition of a, given by (4.1.1), (p-2)a = c, 
0 0 0 
· . {{p-2) / {p+2) when p ~ 4 
when c , as in ( 2. 1. 2) , is given by c = • 
0 0 
.16 when p = 3 
~ . 
Hence, by (2.1.4), A simply equals (difference in risks· for a=2c R2)/(2c R2) 
p O 0 
when the risk is quadratic loss (1.1). Clearly, Theorems 2.1.1 and 2.2.1 
imply this is non-negative• 
We will now show that A2 is also non-negative. 
As (4.1.6) implies, 
-1 
lli = (2/(p-1JE0[(Cp-1)(x~+11e11x1)+ I\Y\1
2 )~x1+11e11>
2
+\\Yl\2 ) 1 
Substituting in the expressions for the expected values given in (6.1.6) 
and (6.1. 8) 
!cl R( 2 2 2 ;'\ 4 2 2 2 2 2 A2 ex: Jo (R -y) /dR,llel\<Y);[R - (p+l)\181\ R + (p+2)1\8\\ (R -y )]dy = A2*. 
We will show A2* is non-negative for two cases: 
2 2 Case 1: 1\81\ ~ (p/2)R 
I I 
, I I . 
laal 
I I 
i I 
I 
--
I ' 
~ 
I 
~ 
I I 
-. ~ 
-
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With respect to the density 
:e.:.! :e.:.! 
(. 2 22 ~/isR( 2 22 :'\ 
{
\(R -y ) /dR,11911 (y))/ JO (R -y ) /dR,11811 (y);dy for OS y ~ R 
g ll°'l(y) = , P, q O elsewhere 
which according to Lemma 6.2ol has MLR non-decreasing in y for IISl\ ~ R and 
MLR non-increasing in y for 11911;? R, 
p-1 
JR Ii 2 2 2 ~ 4 2 2 2 2 ~ 2*' o\<R -1 > /dR,llell <Y> /dy = R -(p+l)R 11011 +(p+2)119\I E11 e11 CR -Y > 
~ R4 -(p+l)lll811 2 +(p+2)1ie1i 2ER(i-Y2) = R4 -(p+l)R21iell2 + ((p+2)(p-1)/p)R211011 2 
2 2 2 
= (R /p)[pR - ~1~1] ~ O. 
2 2 Case 2: 1\9\1 ~ (p/2)R 
Using (6.1.3) and Lemma (601.5), we may rewrite ~ 2* as follows: 
P.:! E.:! 
[ 
R 2 2 2 4 2 2 4 rR/. 2 2 2 ~ ] 
~2* = (%) (p+2)J0 (R -y , dy -[(p-2)R +2pR llell +(p+2)1\9II 1Jo\<R -y) /dR,l18ll(y)1 dy 
.P.:1 
= J~(<R2-y2>2 /4b011e112)dy [<p+2)b0 11ell 2-ccp-2)R2+(p+2)119\1 2J ~ c-1)ib.(R2t110\1) 1j 
• 0 1 1= 
where bi= [(p-2i)/(p+2i)]bi-l' i = O, 1, 2, •••• 
Applying simple calculations we obtain 
00 i 2 2 i 
~2* o: i~O (-1) Ci (R /Hell ) , where Ci = (p-2)bi+I - (p+2)bi+2 
for i = O, 1, 2, •••• Thus, c1 = {4(i+l)p/(p+2(i+2~)bi+l and c2i+l < (p/2)c21• 
2 2 Therefore, when ll9l\ 2: (p/2)R, 
00 i 2 2 1.· 00 1.· 2 2 2i 00 i 2 2 2 ·+1 ~ (-1) Ci (R 111011 ) = -~ (-l)c2i (R /11911 ) - ~ (-1) c2i+l (R 111011 ) 1. ;?: o. 
i=O 1=0 i=O 
We have shown that ~ 2 ~ 0 and ~ p ~ 0, therefore, 
{)a > minimum fo2, {)a ) > O. q - p -
The proof of the theorem is now complete. 
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We now expand this class of estimators by considering estimators 
Baranchik [2] considered, namely estimators of the form 
68 ,r(X) = (1 - a(r(IIXll2) /IIX112))x, 
as given by (2.3.1). 
·> • 
Theorem 4ol.2. If X = [X1 , x2, •o•, Xp]' is a p x 1 random vector with a 
spherical uniform distribution and 6 (X) is given by (2.3.1), then provided 
a,r 
r(\\X\\2) is non-decreasing and p;?: 3, 6a r(X) is minimax with respect to 
, 
general quadratic loss (lo2) when O ~a~ 2R2a
0
((trD/'1.) - 2) 
= 2R2a
0 
* ~trD/t\) - ~/E0(11X\l-
2), where a
0 
and a
0 
* are defined by (4.1.1) 
and (4.lo5) respectively, and traceD = trD ~ 2'1. = 2 (maximmn eigenvalue of D). 
Proof: Since r(\\Xl\ 2) is non-decreasing, 
_, 
\ I 
.._ 
~ 
~ 
-' 
I r 
-
'i I 
'w 
I,_/ 
laii 
R(X,9) - R(68 ,r(X) ,IV = a\ G<IIX\12H2X'D(X-9)IIXll-2-ar(IIXll2)(x'DX)IIXl(41t 
(4.1.7) ~ al\i [r(IIXll2) [2X'D(X-9)IIXf2-a(X'DX)I\Xf4J] I / 
~ 
= aEor(UX+e\\2) [2X'D(X+e)\\X+8\\-2-a(X 'DX+2e 'nx+e 'De)\\X+e\l-4]. 
_. 
Clearly, we may assume without loss of generality that Dis a diagonal 
matrix. Inunediately by (4.1.7), Lemma 6.lo7 and Lemma 6.1.2, if IIY\\ 2 = t x~ , ~ 
i=2 1 
then 
(4.1.8) 
[R(X,0) - R/6 (X),0']/a 
. ~a,r 1/ 
llal 
~ (e'»e/ ~p-1)11 en 2)) [E11811 Crc11x11 2> (2cp-1) ex~ -II e11x1 >-211Y\1 2)11X\l-21 ..J 
- aEIIBII [r(IIXII 2) (<p-l)X~ -IIYll 2)IIXll-4lJ ~ 
+ (trD/ (p-1~ [Euell [2r(I\Xl\2)11Y\l 2IIXll-21-aEII 91\ [r(IIXll2)11Yll 211Xll-41] ~ 
' I 
-' 
\ 
_,. 
- i 
-
-
-
w 
.... 
-' 
-
-
.. I 
-
--
~ 
-
w 
-' 
-
-
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where El\ e\l denotes the expected value when 9 = [II 9\1 , 0, 0, u o O] 'o 
Suppose we define ~I 9\I r(X)lt(X). as follows: 
( :\ 2 ( 2 2) -2 E\\9\\ r(X)h(X)j = Elle\l [r(\\XII ) 2(p-l)(X1·119\IX1)·211Y\I \\XII 1 
(4.1.9) 
2 ti 2 2) -4 
- aEII 911 [r(\IX\I ) ~p-l)X1 - \\Y\I \\XII ] 
Clearly, then (4ol.8) is equivalent to 
[R(X,9) - R ~ (X) ,9'1/a 
~a,r 1/ 
(4.1.10) ~ (0'»0/(Cp-l)\10112)h811 (rcx)h(x>) 
+ (trD/(p-1)) [~1811 [2r(IIXl\
2)1\Yl\2(1\XJl 2-(a/2))\IXl\-4]] , 
Case 1: EIIS\{(X)h(X) ~ r{a/2)~! 9\\h(X) 
Since r(•) is non-decreasing, 
E\181\ [2r(I\Xl\
2)\IYll2(HXJI 2 -(a/2))11Xli-41 <:: r(a/2)~1811 [2\IY\I 
2 ( I\Xl\2-(a/2)) 11xf4] • 
Hence, clearly, by (4.1.10), 
[R(X,9) - R(aa,r(X),9)1 . ~ r(a/2)[R(X,8) - R(6 8 (X),9)1 :2: 0 
when O ~a~ 2a
0
*{(trD/t\) - 2) /E0(\1Xll-
2) (see Theorem 4.lol). 
Case 2: E
11911
(r(X)h(X)) ~ r(a/2)EllS\lh(X) 
By {4.1.3), 
~1811 [ (2(p-l) ex~ -ll011X1)-211Yll
2)11xll-2l 
' -1 
= EoC(2(p-l){X~+\\9\IX1)·21\Y\12)(<x1+1l8\l>2-+\IY\12) 1 ~ o. 
Similarly, Lemma 6.1.8 states 
2 -2 
E11011 [ ( (p-l)x~ -IIYl\ 2)\IXll-41 = Eol (<p-l)(X1-+JI 011> -IIYll2) ( CX1 +11811> 2-+\IYII 2) l 
is non-negative • 
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Hence, clearly by the definition of EIIS\\(r(X)h(X}) given by (4.1.9), 
~1011 (rcx)h(x>) s o. Hence. if «\. = maximum eigenvalue of ». then 
[R(X,S) - R/6 (X),8']/a ~ a,r 1/ 
~ (~/(p-l~Elle\\ (r(x)h(X~ 
+ (trD/(p-1~ [EIISII [2r(llxn2)11Yll2(11x11 2 -(a/2))11X1(41 l 
= [ (R(X,S) - R(6 (X) ,9)' /a]*. 
. a ,r -~ 
For 8 < a < 2R2a f(trD/d ) -2' , 6 (X) will be minimax if 
- - o~ ~ ·J a,r 
[ (a(X,8) - a(aa,/X) •0) /a]-*<:'. 0 when a = 2R2ao((trD/c\,) -2) or 
equivalently, if ~q ~(\\Xll 2)) 2: O, where q = trD/~, and 
1.1
4
~(\IXll2>) = (c\,)-l [ ( R(X,8) - R(6a,r(X) ,e)) /a]* when a = 2R2a
0
(q-2). 
Hence, 
, . 
/.lq ( r(li:iq\ 2)) = 1/ (p-1) [ ~\811 [r(IIX\\ 2) (2cp-l) (X~ -119I\X1)-2IIYll 2)1x11-21 
{4.loll) 2 2 fl 2 2) -4 J 
- 2a0 R (q-2)E\\ 8\\ [r(\\X\\ ) ~p-l)X1 •\\Y\\ \X\\ ] 
\ J 
'-
\ i 
.., 
~ 
.. 
II I 
_, 
j ; 
---
_. 
I 
_, 
l, i 
.. 
\ ' I . 
_., 
\ I 
~ 
J ; 
(,, ~ [ 2 2 : -2 2 - 2 2 -4 r 
+~q/ (P-lij EI\S\\ [r(\\X\\ )UY\\ \\XII . ]-a0 R (q-:-2)EI\S\\ [r(IIX\I ) \\YII \\XII ] • 
For fixed 1\911, ~
4
(r(\\Xll 2)) is a concave function of q clearly implying 
that 1.1/ r (IIXll 2)) <:: mini.mum h (r ( IIXll 2)) • I.IP (i"<IIXI \ 2))) , If we show that 
1.12(r<I\XII \) 2: 0 and 1.1p(r(I\Xll
2>) 2: 0 then 1.14~(11Xll 2)) 2: 0 for 2 '.:, q '.:, p, 
and the proof will be comple~e. 
Allowing q =pin (4.1.11) and since 2a R2(p-2) = 2c R2 , where c is 
0 0 0 
'-t 
I • 
: I 
~ 
i..,J 
\ I 
'-' 
. /, 2 ~ 2 ( 2 -2) I . given by (2. lo2), we have ~p\_1"<\IX\\ ) j = 2E\1S\\ [r{I\X\I ) 1 - <II 9\IX1+cc,R~J \IX\\ I ~ O, _, 
as proven in Theorem 2.3.1. 
i ' 
... 
l . 
t.J 
--
-
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Before proceeding, note, that when r(•) = 1, a shift of X to the origin, 
clearly shows that 62 ( r(llX11
2)) = 62(1) = 62 , where 62 is given by (4.1.6) 
when q = 2o In the proof of Theorem 4.1.1, 62 was shown to be non-negative. 
Subcas e 2 o 1: II 9\\ 2 ~ R 2 
From (4.1.11), t.i(r(IIXII 2)) =( 2/ (p-1 )E)lle\l [r(\IXll2) ((p-l)(X~ •ll8\IX1)-+jlY\12) lxr2 J • 
According to Lemma 6olo9, 
2 2 -2 ( :\ 2 /. 2 2 2 i) -2 E\\9\\[r(\\X\l )(X1IIX\\ )] = (p-1)/p;El\8\\[r(llX\l ),(IIX\\ -R +\\e\l )/21191\ (X1IIX\I ) 
2 
+ (1/p)~ISl\r(t\Xl\ ) • 
Hence, 
t.i( r ( IIX\\ 2)) = (2/ p) [ 2EII 0\ I r(IIXI\ 2)+ (<p-2) 12\ \ 81\)E\\ 0\I ( r (\IX\\ 2)x1') 
- (~p-2)R2+(pf-2} \1811 2)1211011) ~\81\ (r<11x112> <x111xU-2>) J. 
(4.1.12) 
By Lemma 6. 2. 4, Ell 0\I (X1 \ \IX\\ 
2) is non-decreasing in I\X\\ 2 when II el\ ~ R. 
Moreover, Lemma 6.2.2 implies ~le\\ (X1\IX\\-
2\11x112> is non-increasing in \\X\12 
when lle\l ~ R. Combining these two facts with the ass unption that r(\\X\\ 2) 
is a non-decreasing function of \\X\\2 , (4.lol2) implies 
As we noted earlier, A2 is 11on-negative, hence the proof is complete for 
this subcase. 
2 2 Subcase 2.2: 0 ~ \\9\\ ~ 4a
0
R 
From (4.1.11), we may_ rewrite !l2~(\\X\\
2)) as follows: 
t.i{r<11x112>) = (2/(p-1~[~\8\lr(\\X\12) - ~\ell [r(\\X\\2Hll81\X1)\IXll-2] 
2 2 -2 ~ 
+ (p-2)~\S\\ [r(l\X\\ ) (X1-\l9\\X1)\\X\I ] J . 
(4.1.13) 
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2 . 2 
For II en S 4aoR , 
2 2 -2 2 2 -2 EI\SH [r(l\X\\ ) (X1-lleUx1\lXII 1 ~ -(\\SI\ /4)EIIS\I [r(IIXII )IIXII ] 
2 [ 2 -2 ~ -aoR EIISII r(IIXII )IIXII 1 • 
Thus, clearly, by (4ol.13), 
A2 (r(IIXll
2>) ;?: (1/(p-1)) 6/:r<llXl12>) ~ o. 
2 2 2 Subcase 2o3: 4a
0
R S 11911 :;:; R 
2 -2 2 2 2 -2 Suppose EIIS\I [r(IIXII > <11enx1>IIXII 1 ~ E11e11 [r(IIXII > <11011 -aoR )\IX\1 1 
then 2 2 -2 2 2 -2 E\IS\l[r(IIX\I )(X1-\IS\\X1)11XII 1 ~ ~ISll[r(IIXI\ HIISIIX1-ll9\\ )\IXII 1 
2 2 -2 ~ -aoR EllSll [r(IIX\I )I\XII ] , 
and so, 
A2(r(I\X\1
2)) ~ ~/(p·l)Ap(r(\IX\12)) ~ Oo 
To complete the proo~, we will now show that A2(r(I\Xtl
2)) 2:: 0 if 
2 -2 2 2 2 -2 
~18\\[r(I\XII HIISIIX1)1\X\\ 1 S Elleu[r(I\XI\ Hlle\l -aoR )\IXI\ 1 • 
2 2 2 2 -2.. Lemma 6.2o5 states that E\ISII [r(\\X\I H\IX\I -R ·11811 )/2\ISI\HX1IIXII J] 
2 -2 ~ -cE\ISll [r(I\X\I ) (\19\IX1)\IXII ] 
. 2 ~ ~ 2 
when \1911 ~ ~2/cp) - 1:JR o 
Substituting in c = (2a/(1-a
0
)), for ((1-(p+l)a0)/pa0 )R
2 ~ 11011 2 :S R2, we 
have that 
~lell [r(IIXJI 2>( <IIXll 2-R2-llell2> 1211~i)cx111x11-2> l
( 
\ 2 -2 
>- - 2a
0
/ (l-a0 ) ;E\IS\\ [r(IIX\I ) (\19\\X1)IIX\l ] 
/, :\ 2 2 2 -2 ~ - ~a0 / (l-a0 ?;E\IS\\ [r(\\XI\ Hll 91\ -a0 R )~\XII 1 
2 2 -2 ~ -2a0 R EIIS\\ [r(IIX\I )\IX\\ ] o 
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( i 
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By rewriting (4.1.12) we obtain 
(4.1.14) 
( 2 ~ [ 2 2 -2 ll2 r(\\X\\ )) = (2/p) 2Ell61\r(\lxtl )-2ll9\\E11en [r(I\XI\ )X1IIX\I ] 
+ (p-2)~1811 [r(jpq12>(<11x112-110112 -R2) 1211011)<x111xU-2> ~. 
Using (4.lol4), we see that 
A2 ~ (\IXII 2)) ~ (2/p) ~Ell 811 r(IIXll 2)-211 ell Ellell [ r(IIXll 2)X1IIXll-2 l 
2 2 -2 J 
- 2a0 (p-2)R ~\S\\ [r{IIXI\ )\IX\\ ] 
= (2/p) {'1>(rq1x112>)) <!: o. 
When p .!! 4, ((i.-(p+l)a
0
)/pa
0
) = (1/p) :=, 4a
0 
and when p = 3, (Q.-(p+l)a
0
)/pa0 ) 
= (3/4) ~ 4a
0 
= .64. Hence, for p ~ 4, ll2(r(\\X\12)) ~ 0 when R2/p S 1\6\\ 2 ~ R2 
/.. 2 :\ 2 2 2 implying fl2,r(I\X\\ ) / 2: 0 when 4a0 R S \\8\\ ~ R • 
/, 2 ~ 2 2 2 For p = 3, 62\.r(I\X\I ~ 2= 0 when (3/4)R ~ \\9\\ ~ R • We must, 
(. 2~ 2 2 2 therefore, show that when p = 3, /).2 \r(\\X\\ ~ ~- 0 for o64R ::; 1\91\ S • 75R • 
Proceeding as before, if c = Q3a0 /(3-4a0 ~, calculations using the 
inequality obtained from Lemma 602.S imply that when (11/48)R2 ~ 116\\2 s (3/4)R2, 
~1811 [r(IIXll
2
>(<11x11 2-l-110112>l2110ll)x111xf2> 1 
( ~F. 2 2 2 -2 ~ - 8a0 /(3-4a0 )./\\S\\[r(HX\\ H\\6\l -a0 R )\\XII ] 
2- 2 -2 
:2 -2a0R~\lS\\ [r(\\X\\ ) \\X\\ ] • 
Hence, using expression(4olo14), ll2(r<\\X\\
2)) 2= (2/p)llp( r(I\X\\ 2)) ;:: 0 when 
(ll/48)R2 ~ \16\\ 2 S (~/4)R2• Since 11/~8 < .64, this implies 
/~ 2:-\ 2 2 2 !l2\.r(\\XII ) ; ~ 0 for • 64R ~ \\6\\ ~ • 75R • 
Hence, for p ~ 3 and for all 1\6\\, ll2( r{\\X\\ 2}) ;:: 0 and flp(r(I\X\1 2~ 2: O 
thus implying Aq(r<11x112>) <!: minimum ( Ai(rq1x112>) , Ap(r(\IX\12>)) .!! o. 
The proof of the theorem is complete. 
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4o2. Minimax estimators of the mean vector of a spherically symmetric 
unimodal distribution. In this section we consider X one observation on a 
p-dimensional spherically symmetric unimodal (soSoUo) distribution. Hence, 
as in (3.2.1), the density of Xis given by 
g(\\X:-8\\} = J c(R)Is (x,R)dF(R) 
where F(•) is a known cdf on (O, =) and c(R) and r8 (X,R) are defined in (1.4). 
We will show that with respect to general quadratic loss (1.2), 
aa (X) = ~-(aAIX112~ X is minimax when O ~ a S (?.a0 /E(R-2~ ~t1i>/~)-2) where 
a
0 
is defined by (4.1.1), c\ = maximum eigenvalue of D and 
trD = traceD ~ 2~. 
Since we may view the random vector X\R as having a spherical uniform 
distribution (X \R - Ut\\X-e\\2 ::; R2}), if we proceed exactly as we did in 
Section 4.1," clearly, we obtain the same inequality ~4.1.4V for 
R(X,8) - R0
8
(X),e) as we did for the uni~orm distribution. That is, 
R{X,0) - R~/X) ,0) = aE"[v2X'D{X•0)\\Xf2-a{X'DX)\IX\\.4\ R]] 
'2:: (~ a/(p·l~ [Eo [ (2 {p-l){X~+\\0\IX1)-2\IY\12) ~X1+\\0\1>2+\\Y\rs1] 
-2] 
- aEo[ ~p-l)(Xi+\\0\\)2 -11Y112)({l{1+\\0\1>2+\1Y\12) l_ 
r, -1 
+ (trDa / {p-1 DLE 0[ 2IIY\I 
2 
~x1+\\0\\)241 \Yll 2) J 
-2 ·~ 
- aE0 !\IYI\ 2(cx1 +\\01\ >2 +\IY\1 2 ) l J 
= [R(X,9) - R0a(X),~]*. 
If q = trD/~, 2 ~ q SP, and 6: = [R(X,8) - R0 8 (X),e)1*/ac\, when 
-2 
a= 2a (q-2)/E(R ), 
0 
then 
., 
\ I 
~ 
\ I 
'-i 
I I 
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~ -1 ti: = Qt<p-1~ LEo t(2<P·l) (X~-+jl 011x1>-2IIYl\2)~x1+11e11> 2-+itYl\2) 1 
- ~a0 (q-2)/E(R-2>) E0 [ ( (p-1) (X1+\l0\I) 
2
-IIYll2)~x1+11etP2-+itY\(:J21] 
+ (q/(p-15) [EoC21\Yll2(<x1+1lelP2-+ilYll2J11 
-2 J 
- (2ao (q-2) /E(R-2>.)Eo [IIYll2 ~xl +\l0ll>2+1\Yll2) l ' 
and the risk of 6 (X) is less than or equal to the risk of X for 
a 
0 ~a~ 2a
0
(q-2)/E(R-2) if A;~ O. For fixed l\91\, A; is a concave function 
of q and since 2 < q < p, it follows that A*> minimum (A*2, A*)o 
- - q- p 
However, when q = p, 2a (q-2) = 2c, where c is defined by (2ol.2) 
0 0 0 
~ 2 2\ -2 
and A; = ~ 9\\X-9\\ - E9\loa (X)-8\\ ;/a for a = 2c0 /E(R ) • Hence, by 
Theorem 2.3.1, At ':2: Oo 
When q = 2 
-1 
A!= (2tcp-1?)E:0c(cp-1)(xi+\\e\\x1>+ \\Y\\
2)~x1+\\en>
2
+\\Yll 2) 1 o 
When q = 2 and X has a spherical uniform distribution, the above expectation 
is just A2, defined by (4.1.6) which, for that case was proven_ to be 
non-negative in the proof of Theorem 4.1.2. Hence, since X\R - U{\IX-e\\2 ~ R2}, 
it is clear that A~~ Oo 
We have just proven that 0a(X) given by (2.lol) is minimax with respect 
to general quadratic loss for O ~ a ~ ~a
0
/E(R-2~ ~trD/~)-2). In the 
following theorem we will formally state this result. 
Theorem 4.2.1: If Xis a p x 1 random vector (p ~ 3) with a density given 
by (3.2.1), then with respect to general quadratic loss (1.2), 6 (X) given by 
a 
(2.1.1) is minimax provided 
(4. 2.1) 
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O ~ a ~ ~a/E(R-2))~trD/~)-2) = 2a0 *~trD/dL)-2)/E0(\\X\\-2), 
where a and a* are defined by (4.1.1) and (4.1.5) 
0 0 
respectively,and trD ~ 2~ = 2 (maximum eigenvalue of D)o 
We next expand this class of estimators. 
, . 
Theorem 4.2.2: If Xis one observation on p-dimensional s.s.u. distribution 
about e with a density given by (3.2.1) and 6
8 
,r(X) = (1-a(_r(IIXl\2) /11x{))x, 
as defined by (2o3.l), then provided p ~ 3, (rc11x11 2>1ux11 2) is non-increasing, 
r(\IX\\2) is non-decreasing and (4.2.1) is satisfied, then the risk of 
6a r(X) dominates the risk of X with respect to general quadratic loss (lo2). 
, 
Proof: Since X\R may be considered to be a spherical uniform random 
vector, we proceed exactly as we did in the proof of Theorem 4.1.2. Hence, 
we see that the theorem will be proven if ~:~(IIXll2~ is non-negative for 
2 :::; q = (trD/~) ~ p and 
A~~(IIX112~ = (1/(p·l~ [~!ell [r(UXl\2) £(2(p-l)(X~•ll0IIX1)•2\1Yli2_)c11Xllf2J] 
- (2cq-2)a/E(R-2~ Ell011 G<11x11 2> c((p-l)X~ ·I\Yll2)11xi1 •41]] 
+ ~/(p·lV [~1011[r(11x112> 2IIYll211Xf21 
- ~(q-2)a/E(R-2>)11e11 [r(IIXll2)11Yll211Xf4J] • 
Clearly, a:(r(IIXll2)) is a concave function of q for fixed 11011 • 
For q = p, 2(q-2)a = 2c, where c is defined by (2.1.2) and hence, 
0 0 0 
by Theorem 3.3.2, 
a; = ~ I ell [ r q 1x112>£2- (2110IIX1 + ~c /E (R - 2>)) nxf 21] 2: 0. 
Moreover, since X\R - U[\\X-0\\2 ~ R2}, the proof of Theorem 4.1.2 immediately 
shows that ~!(r(\\X\\2~ ~ O. 
, I 
! i 
I 
I ) 
II '. 
I , 
Iii.-' 
I , 
--
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Hence, by the concavity of A;(r(IIX\12~, A;(r(\IX\12V 
:;,; minimum (tii(rc11x112i)' ti;~c11x11 2~) ~ o, thus completing the proof of 
this theorem. 
5. Remarks and conclusionso We conclude with some observations on the 
multiple observation case and a discussion of the merits of using these 
improved estimators. 
Consider n observations, x1, x2, •o•, Xn, on a p-dimensional s.s.u. 
distribution about 9. For the normal distribution the problem is easily 
reduced by sufficiency to one observation, Xo However, this is not the case 
here. Pitman's estimator given by 6(X1, x2, ••• , Xn) = x1 - E0 [x1 \Y2, Y3, •o•, Yn] 
where Yi = Xi - Xi, i = 2, 3, • o o, .n, is the best invariant estimator and 
hence, there exist estimators which are better than ito For the normal 
distribution, Pitman's estimator is X and in fact, in one dimension when 
n~ 3, Pitman's estimator being X characterizes the normal distribution 
(see Kagan, Linnik and Rao [13), chapter 7)o In general, for n> 3, Pitman's 
estimator is not Xo It is clear from the definition of Pitman's estimator 
that it is X for n = 1, 2. 
If the distribution of Pitman's estimator is spherically symmetric 
unimodal about e, the problem is reduced to the case of one observation. 
We investigated this question and, as yet, have only proven that Pitman's 
estimator has as.sou. distribution about 0 when sampling from a spherical 
uniform distribution about 9. The more general problem is still under 
investigation. Note that X, which is a convolution of random vectors having 
s.s.u. distributions has a SoSoUo distributiono Hence, we may use the 
estimators of sections 2 - 4 to improve on X with respect to quadratic and 
general quadratic loss. 
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We now return to the case when Xis one observation on a p-dimensional 
sos.u. distribution about So Consider the estimator 
a/(X} = max(o, (i-(a/llX\\2}))x. It is clear by the work of Baranchik [2] 
+ h 2~ ' that oa (X) is better than 0a (X) = ~-(a/\\X\\ );X with respect to quadratic 
loss {1.1) o For O ~ a ~ (2b
0
)/E0{\\X\\-
2), where b
0 
= (p/(p+2)) when p ~ 4 
and b = 048 when p = 3, 6 (X) and hence 6 +(X) is better than X (see o · a a 
Theorem 3.2.1). These new estimators are certainly not very difficult to 
calculate and the improvements over X, in some instances can be very 
. 
large. Consider, for example, the case of estimating e, when X has a 
p-dimensional spherical uniform distribution about 8, with respect to 
quadratic loss {lol). According to Lemma 6.1.1, the risk of X equals· 
E
8
(\\X·S\\2) = (p/RP) J!rp-f-1dr = (p/(p+2~R2, for all 9. Again, by Lennna 6.1.1, 
/J ~ 2 -2 when 9 = [O, O, eo., O] ', R\°a(X) ,O; = EO(1\X\\ ) - a[2-aE O(\\X\\ ) ] 
= (p/(p+2>)R2 - a[2-a("P/(p-2))R-2]. Since R(a
8 
(X) ,~ is a convex function of 
a and for p ~ 4, O ~a~ (2b
0
)/E0 (\IX\\-
2) = 2((p-2)/(p+2))R2, R~a{X),o) 
.;:: R0 ~p-2)/p)R2(X), o) = {4t(p(p+2D) R2• Clearly, this risk becomes very 
small as p becomes large. Moreover, R~ ((p-2)/p)R2(X), o)t:(X,O) = (4/p2). 
Therefore, for p ~ 4, the risk of 6a (X) when a = ((p-2)/p)R is at most 
(%) of the risk of X at the origin. 
If we now wish further improvement, we may consider 6 +(X). When 
a 
2 + 2 + . I\X\I ~ a, oa (X) = e,a(X) and when \\X\1 ~ a, 6
8 
(X) = Oo Since the r1.sks only 
depend one= [\\9l\, O, O, ••• , O]', Lemma 60106, implies that when 
- 2 + \\9ll ~ R + Ja, \\X\\ is always greater than or equal to a, and thus, 6 
8 
(X) 
coincides with 8a (X). Similarly, if \\01\ ~ Ji. - R then \\X\\2 is always less 
+ than or equal to a and thus 6 (X) = O. Therefore, for p > 6 and 
a -
R2 ~a~ 2~p~2)/(p+2~R2, R(6
8
+(X),O) = O. 
We thus see that when Xis one observation on a p-dimensional, (p ~ 4), 
spherical uniform distribution, there exists an a, 0:::; a ::;~(p-2}/(p+2~R2, for 
which O +(X) improves over X for all \\8\\ with a large improvement at the origin. a 
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Moreover, when p ~-6, there exists an a for which 6 +(X) is minimax and 
a 
R~a+(X),o) = 0 with respect to quadratic loss (1.l)o Since these new 
improved estimators do not present any difficulties in calculation, they 
may easily be used in place of X for estimating the mean of a spherical 
uniform and more generally, the mean of a s.s.u. distribution. 
We complete this section with a note on the robustness of these 
estimatorso Our improved estimators are robust in the sense that for any 
p-dimensional, (p ~ 3), distribution about e satisfying Eo(\IX\\-2) ~ c, 
where c is a given constant, 6 (X) is minimax with respect to general 
a 
quadratic loss {lo2) for any a such that O ~a~ 2a
0
*~trD/~) - 2)/c 
where, as in (4.1.5), a0 * = ~ !((p+2) (p-2~) for p 2: 4 and a0 * = .48 
for p = 3 and trD > 2'\. Hence, ue need not always know exactly what 
Eo(\IXU-2) in order to use these improved estimators. 
It is hoped that these results add some insight into the behavior of 
the James-Stein type estimators and with this, perhaps those using these 
estimators will do so more confidently. 
6. Appendix 
6.lo Integral expressions, expectations and density derivations. In 
this section we present useful integral evaluations and various densities 
as well as many expected values which aid in the calculation of important 
expressionso Many integrals were evaluated with the aid of Burington [8]. 
(6.1.1) J~(R2-y2) 4dy = (2q/2q+l)R2 J~(R2-y2)q-ldy 
(6.1.2) J~(R2-y2)\dy = (nR2/4) 
4110112 J~~R2 -i> q I dR, II en <Y>)dy 
(6. 1.3) 
= J~(R2•y2)q-ldy • (R2•110\12)2 J~~l-l)q-1/\,\10\l(y>)dy 
where 
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(6.lo4} ~.\10\l(y) = (R2-\10\1)2 + 4ll0112(R2-l) • 
Lemma 6.lol: If Xis a p x 1 random vector with a spherical uniform 
distribution (X - U{IIX • ell 2 ~ R2)) then for any integrable function 
g(\\X-e\\), Eeg(IIX-e\\) = MJ~rp·lg(r)dr, where M
0 
= p/RP. In particular, 
-2 /, ~ -2 -1 f-w \\ -1 Eo<\IX\\ ) = \P/(p-2~R and Eo<IIXI\ ) = fl(p-lvR • 
Proof: Results follow by a conversion to spherical coordinates. 
Lemma 6.1. 2: If X = [Xl' x2, ••• , Xp]' - U[\\X·e\\
2 ~ R2} then 
2 2 E8g(X' e, \IX\\ ) = E\I 9\\g(X1\le\\ ,\IX\\ ) where Elle\\ denotes the expected value 
when 9 = [\19\\, O, ••• , O] '. Moreover, if 9 = [\\0\\, O, ••• , O] ', 
E11011 g(x111011, 11x11
2
, \IYII 2> = F-og(11011 cx1 +11011>, cx1 +\1011> 2 +IIYll2, \IYII 2) 
r;;--; 
; 
RJRL-r' p-2 2 2 2\. 
= MJa J. r gQ1en<x1-fil8\\), (xi+\19\P +r ,r .. Jd~dr 
-fi._2-r2 
2 
where \IY\ I = 
p ~ x2 
i=2 i 
and 
p-3 
(6.1.5) M = [(2/p)J~(R2-y2)2 dy]-1. 
. 
,! 
Proof: The first part is true, with a simple transformation of variables by 
applying the p x p orthogonal matrix P which is such that Pe= (\\9\1, o, ••. , O]o 
The second part is easily obtained by translating to the origin and then 
transforming (x2, x3, ••• , xp) into spherical coordinates. 
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Lemma 6.1.3: If X = [X1, x2, ••• , Xp]' has a spherical uniform distribution ~ 
then 
(6 .. 106) 
and 
.-1 E t2X' (X-0) 11x11-2)= 2-2~11011 (Xl +11011> ~xl +11011>2411Yli2) 1 
£:1. 
/2 ~JR /J 2 2 2 . :-\ 4 2_ 2 2 2 2 
= fM/(p-lv o~R -y) /dR,1191\(y)j[R -Jueu-a +4110\I (R -y )]dy 
I 
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-1 
Ee (\\X\\-2) = Eo ~x1 +1\81\ > 2 +1\YII 2) 
(6.lo7) 
2 
where IIYII = 
by (6.1.S)o 
p-3 
= (2M/ (p-2>) J~((R2 -l> ¾R, II en (y)) [R4 -110112R2 +2110112 (R2 -l>] dy 
p l}.
2 
x:, ~,IISII (y) is defined by (6. 1.4) and M is defined 
Proof: We obtain the desired results by applying Lemma 6.lo2, integrating 
with respect to x1 and then integrating by parts and transforming variables 
to y = ,fa.2"!!r2 • 
Lemma 6.1.4: If X = [X1 , x2, ••• , Xp]' - U{I\X-9\1
2 ~ R2} and 9 = [1\0\\, O, ••• , O]', 
then 
(6.1.8) 
(6.1.9) 
and 
Ell en <IIYll l 1xf 4> = Eo(IIYII 2 (<x1•11 e11 >2 +IIYll 2 J2) 
p-3 
= (M/(p-2>)J~R2-l) ~dR,IIB\I (y)[ (p-l)R2-{p-l)l\9ll 2a2 
+(Pllelf-(p-2)R2)(R2-y2)]dy 
where ·\IYl\
2 
= J
2 
x: "and dR,\IBII (y) and M are defined by (6.1.4) and (6.1.5) 
respectively. 
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Lemma 6.lo5: When p ~ 3, 
p-3 
j'~ ((R2•i) 2 / (dR,1\01\ (y>)) dy 
p-3 
(J~(R2~y2/ dy)[h(l\9\\,R) ]p when \1811 ~ R 
= p-3 
(J~(R2 -y2) 2 d~[h(R, \\9\\)] P when \19\\ ~ R 
where 
(6.1.10) 
-1 = i 
[h(l\8\\,R)]p = (8al\011 2(R2+\l91\ 2)) ~ a.(R2/ll9\l 2) 
i=O 1 
and 
-1 = i 
(6.1.11) [h(R,l\9\\)J = la0 R
2 (R2+\l91\2)) ~ a.(ll9ll 2/R2) 
p ' i=O 1 
and ai = r(P - 2(i+l>)/(l, + 2(i-1))1ai-l for i = o-, 1, 2, •••• 
and ~,1\9\\ (y) is defined by (6. L4). 
- . 
• 
Proof: The proof is a proof by induction by first assuming the lennna is true 
for p and utilizing (6.1.3) to prove it is true for p + 2. In order to 
prove the lemma for p ~ 3, it is straightforward to show it is true for 
p = 3 and p = 4. 
Lemma 6 .1. 6: Suppose X = [X1 , x2, o .. , XP] ' -- U{IIX-811
2 
'5:. R2) and 
2 e = c 11011 , o, o, .. °' o 1 ' • 1 f z = nx1 \ , 
(. fl 2 2 i\ - 2 2) s1 = \(x1 ,z): ~z-R +\19\1 )/21\9\tJ '5:. x1 -5:.Jz, (R-1\91\) ~ z:::; (R+\\9\1) and 
s2 = ~xl'z): -Jz ~ x1 *5, Jz, 0 S z ~ (R-\\9\\) 2) then the joint density of 
x1 and Z is given by 
-.I 
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(6.lo2) 
and 
p-3 
(6.1.3) 2 2 fl\ S\\ (x1, z) = (M/2)(z-x1) r81U82 (x1, z) when II 9\1 ~ R 
where Mis given by (6.1.5) and IS(x1,R) and IS US (x1,R) are the indicator 1 2 
functions over the sets s1 and (s1us2), respectively. 
2 Proof: We obtain these densities by taking (d/dx1)(d/dz}PI\S\\(X1 S x1 , I\Xll ~ z). 
2 2 Lennna 6.1.7: If X = [X1, X2, ••• , Xp]' -- U{IIX-911 ~ R} where 9 = [91, 92, ••• , 8p]' 
2 p 2 
and \IYI\ = ~ Xi, then for any integrable function r(.) 
i=2 
< p-1) E0 [r <11x+e11 2) [ < 2X! +2e1x1) 11x +eU-2 - a (X 1 +e 1) 211x+ef 4 J] 
= < e: Ill en 2> [E0 G (<Xi +II 911) 2+11Y112) (2<P-1) <x: +11 ~IXi)-2\IYII 2)( cx1 +11011 > 2 +I IYII 2 f J  
- aEo[r (<x1+1ISII) 2+11Yll2~p-1} (X1+llell) 2 _IIYll2~~X1+IISIP2+IIYll2)21]] 
+ 2E0 [ r (<x1 +\I 9\\) 2 +I\Y\\ 2)\Y\12 ( (X1 +I\ 91\) 2-filY\l 2} ] 
-2 
- aE0[r ~x1+\\9\\) 
2
+\\Y\12)HYll 2(<x1+1\ell) 2+1\Yl\ 2 ) 1. 
Proof: We obtain the desired result by making two transformation of variables. 
If pis a (p-1) x (p-1) orthogonal transformation such that 
P[81, e2, e1_1, 8i+l' ••• , 8p]' = [11811 1, O, ••• , OJ' where 118111 = J1at1
2
-e~ 
we first transform to s = [s2, s3, ... , sp]' = P[x1, x 2, ••• ,xi_1,x1+1, ••• ,xpl'. 
There exists an orthogonal transformation Q such that 
Q[8i, \18\\ 1, 0, ••• , O]' = [\18\\, O, ... , OJ', and if 
z = [z1 , z2 , ... , zp]' = Q[x1, s2, ... , sp]' then x1 = (8/\18ll)z1-(l\8ll/l\8\l)z2, 
s 2 = (l\8\l/ll0\\)z1 +. (8/\\8\l)z2 and si = zi for i 2: 3. With this transformation 
and using the fact that for any constant c, 
- 56 - .. 
I -1 
J r~z1+\10\\) 2+\\Y\\ 2)(zill0\\+cz1~~z1+\\0\\) 2-fi1Yll 2) dz = 0 (\\Z\\2§2) 
we obtain the desired result. 
Lemma 6. 1. 8: If X = [X1 , X2 , ••• , Xp]' - U( I\X-011
2 ~ R2} and 
2 p 2 /, . 2 2) ft 2 2 )-2 · \\YII = .Li x 1 then E0 [ ~p-l)(X1+lt8II) ""\\Ytl ~Xi+\1811) -+11YII ] ~ O when p ~ 3. i=2 . 
Proof: Using (6.1.9) and Lemma 6.1.5 it can be shown that 
-2 
Eo[IIY\\2~x1+\10\l)2+\\Yll2) 1 
where 
or: {gl (\I 01\, R) when 110\1 ~ R 
g2(R,\10\\) when \\8\\ ~ R 
gl (\\0\\,R) = (pR2-pll8ll 2) ([h(\18\\,R) lp) + (P\l8\\ 2-(p-2)R2 )Qh(\\8\\ ,R) 1p+i) 
and 
giR, \\6\\) = (pR2-p1\01l2) ([h(R, 118\1) 1p) + ~\\8\12-(p-2) R2)(£h (R, \18\l) 1p+2) • 
Moreover, by (6.1.7), (6.1.9), and Lemma 6.1.5 
-2 
E0 [ ((p-1) (X1+\\8\\) 
2
-l!Yl\ ,~X1+1\8\\) 
2
+\IYll 2) 
cc {· g1 (R,l\0\1) when R ~ \\81\ 
g2 (\\0\\, R) when R ~ \18\1 
Hence, it is non-negative for all \\011 • Q.E.D. 
Lemma 6.1.9: If x = tx1 , x2 , ••• , xp]' - u(11x-e11
2
:::; R2}, e = [l\8\1, o, ... , o]', 
2 
and r(IIXII ) is any integrable function, then 
2 2 - 2 2 /1 2 2 2 ) -2 E\lS\I [r(\\X\\ )(X11\XII ) ] = (p-1/p)E\\0l\r(\IXI\ )\(IIXII -R +\\8\\ )/21101\ (X11\X\I ) 
2 
+ (1/p)E e r(\\X\\ ). 
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Proof: Use of the expressions for the joint density of x1 and llXl\
2 given in 
Lennna 6.1.6 and an integration by parts completes the proof. 
6.2. Auxillary leDDnas. In this section we present lemmas which contain 
important properties which aid in the proof of theorems in sections 2 - 4. 
Lemma 6.2.1: If Y is a random variable with a density with respect to 
Lebesgue measure given by 
2 2 q ~/ R/, 2 2 q 
1
\ 
-t«R -y ) /dR,llen<Yt Jo ~R -y ) /dR,\le\\(y};dy when O :5 y ::5 R 
g2q+l(y) -
0 elsewhere 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
where, as in ( 6. 1. 5), dR, He\\ (y) = ( R -\18\l ) + 4118~\ (R -y ) ,. then the 
distribution of Y has monotone, likelihood ratio (MLR) non-decreasing in Y 
when 118\l ::; R and MLR non-increasing in Y when \\8 \\ ~ Ro 
Proof: It is straightforward to show that for O ::: 118\\1 :5 l\8\\2 ~ R, 
(d/dy)(g2q+l,\18\12 (y)/g2q+l,\18ll1 (y)) 2:: 0 and for R :5 \18\11 :5 ll8\12• 
(d/dy)~2q+l,\IS\1 2
(y)/g2q+l,ltS\li(yj_) :5 O, which completes the proof. 
Lemma 6. 2. 2: If X = [Xl, x2, ... , Xp]' - u{Ux-0112 :5 R2} and Z = 11x112 , then 
for any c, and for fixed 118\\ satisfying \18\1 2 ;?:: (1-2c)R2, 
Ena II ~l\81\X1 +cR2:> nxf 2 I \\XII 2) is non-increasing in 11x1i2. 
wai ____________ ·- .. -·--··· .. ··------- ··-·· --· 
.. 2 -2 
Proof: If S = (\l8\\X1+cR ) \IX\\ , it can be shown that ·f8 (s \ z) = hz (s) has 
MLR non-increasing in- s for each fixed 1\8\\ for which \\8\12 ::: (1-2cR2). Hence, 
Ez(S) is non-increasing in Z (see Lehmann [15], page 74). Q.E.D. 
____ ......... ·--·-··------· -- .. -· .... --------------------
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Lemma 6.2.3: If X has a p-dimensional spherical uniform distribution about e, '-' 
then Pall\Xll2 2: c} = P11a11lllXII 2 ;z: c} is a non-decreasing function of II au. 
Proof: Suppose e1 = [\\01\\, O, ••• , O]' and e2 = [\\8 2\\, 0, ... , O]' and 
\\81\\ ~ \\82\\· 
2 2 2 2 . 2 Case 1: \\8i\\ ~ R or (\182\\ ~ R and c ~ R) 
Pll811\(\\Xll2 ;z: c) = Pll81\IQ1x+(02-e1>112 ;z: c) 2: P\l8111 <\P'll2 2::- c) since 
llXU 2 ~ .c implies \\X+(e 2-e 1)\\ 2 ~ c. 
2 2 2 Case 2: \\0 2\\ :5 R and c :S R 
For this case, \\X-0 2\\
2 ~ R2 implies \\X-8 1\\ 2 :5 R2 when IIX\\ 2 ::; c and hence 
2 2 p\\82\\ (I\X\\ ~ c) ::; p\\81\\ (\\X\\ $ c). 
2 2 2 
Case 3: ne1 \\ $ R ::; l\8 2l\ 
Cases 1 .and 2 imply 
2 2 2 P\\82\\(\\X\\ 2: c) 2: PR(\\X\\ 2: c) 2: p\\ 81\\ (\\XI\ ~ c). 
The proof is now complete. 
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Lemma 6.2.4: If X = [Xl, x2, ••• , xp ]' - U(\\X-8\\ 2 ~ R2), 8 = [l\8\\, 0, 0, ••• , O]' ~ 
and p 2: 3 then for fixed \1811 satisfying \1011 2::- R, ~ 1011 cx1\11x11
2
> is non-decreasing 
2 ~ 
in \\X\\ • 
Proof: The density f\10II (x1 \ z) = gz(x1), where z = \IX\1
2
, has MLR non-decreasing 
in x1 for fixed \\8\\ ~ R. Hence, EZ (X1) is non-decreasing in z. Q.E. D. 
~ 
! I 
I.J 
2 2 
Lemma 6.2.5: If X = [Xl' x2, ... , Xp]' - U{\\X-8\\ ~ R ),e = [\\8\l, 0, 0, •.• , O]', ~ 
then for p ~ 3, c a positive constant, and \\8\\ 2 2:: ~2/cp)- i)R2 , 
..., 
Ell8\\ F<11x112> [ (<IIX\12 -R2 -1\8112) 1211e1D (Xl 11xf 2> l] 2: -cEll8\I [r(I\Xll2> (ll8IIX11\Xf 2) l 
i I 
where r(\\X\\ 2) is a non-decreasing function. 
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Proof: If g(z) = (z - R2 - (1-2c)\\8\\2)!2\\8\\ where Z = llX\\2 , we will prove 
2 " ~ 2 -1 that when \\8\\ ?:. ,(2/cp) - l;R , E\\0ll [r(Z)g(Z)(x1z ) ] ~ O. Using the joint 
density for x1 and Z given by Lemma 6.1.6, we have 
[ -1 (C 2 2) ) -1 E\\811 r(Zl) g(Zl)(Xl zl ) 1 ~ r R +(1-c) \\0\\ /2\\8\1 _E\\8\\ [g(Z)Xl :ll 1. 
Expression (6.1.6) implies 
2 
E\1811 [g(Z) (Xl z-1)] a: -(R2 -2c110112) (R2-110112) +(il-+<1-2c)\18\12)<R4-3\l81\ 2R2) 
4 2 2 
+ 4\\8\\ E\\8\\ (R -Y ) 
where E\181\(a2-Y
2) is the expected value with respect to the density 
gp,\\e\\(y) given by (6.2.1). Using the MLR properties of gP,\\8\\(y) given in 
Theorem 6. 2.1, we have E\18\1 (R
2 
-Y
2
'. ?; ER(R2 -Y2) = ((p-1) /~)R2 which leads to 
the desired result. Q.E.D. 
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